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Roland T. Patten Offers To
Take On All Comers
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Ticket C hairm an for the C om m unity Fair H as
O rganization P erfected

REWARD RAISED TO $ 1 5 0 0

T hat Is the W ord Of H ealth Officer Kent W ith

i p THE
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Legislation, known as the Enilbrlck
Subscriptions 63 00 per year payable In
Bill, is pending at Augusta proposing
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circu it- 1a substantial modification ln our
tion and very reasonable.
Direct Primary Law. Disagree as we [ K. C. Rankin, chairman of ticket bearer to makes this goal not hard
An additional S500 has been added to the $1,000 already offered
Good news indeed is that officially only keep dry and warm and not ex
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
by the Stale for evidence leading to the apprehension and convic
given this morning by Dr. James P pose themselves needlessly to infec
The Rockland Oazette was established may as to its advisability we, pro- 1campaign for the Community Food t0 reach. There will be attractions
ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab- . ponents and opponents, must be in 1Fair, has his workers all lined up.!°f 500,6 Mrt for every member of ’
tion of the man or men guilty of the brutal murder of Ada Elva
tion we may well look for the rest of
llshed and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established an entire agreement as to the wisdom
Mills, in Camden, July 8 of last year. The offer is made by a relative.
the winter to be normal from the
the family, baby show, food samp- i
In 18*5 and In 1891 changed Its name to
and the campaign starts Wednesday. ,jng and demonstratlons moving plc. •
Mrs, Alice B. Sails of Vinalhaven. and is effeetive up lo Dee. 31, 1937.
health stand point."
the Tribune These papers consolidated of interesting the public in this obvi
March 17. 1897.
ously important measure.
Questioned as to the extent of
------------------------------------------------- tures afternoon and evening, yarn 1
One of the most potent ways of do
j the distemper that has laid this city
demonstration, a very modern all j
ing this is by debate and I appeal to
low for two months past and cur
electric kitchen with cooking school,
♦
I believe the promises of God ■- you. proponents of the Philbrick bill,
tailed much of the normal social and
band concert, German Band, danc
♦ enough to venture an eternity on —! to join with me for that purpose. If
business life, Dr. Kent unhestitatingly
ing,
singing,
amateur
shows,
beano
♦
th e m . — W a t ts
you will come to Aroostook County I
stated that at a conservative estimate
and other games of skill, and many
—
will furnish the audience or, if you
80 percent of the residents of this
other real special features.
city have at one time or another felt
will furnish that prime requisite to a
The place is Rockland's new Comthe pangs of this distemper since
WAS NATIONAL FIGURE profitable debate. I will come to any
Imunity Building and the dates Feb.
Christmas.
At first the run was
point in the Central or Southern part I
22-27. One great advantage of this
mild but it increased in severity and
Elihu Root Held Cabinet of Maine.
splendid new auditorium is that it
frequently developed toxic pneumonia
You must be patient with me for j
has permanent seating space for
Offices Under Two Presi saying that I have approached, per- !
which in some instances has resulted
The
change
was
completed
on
hundreds of patrons on each side of
Schooner
Williatr
fatally.
sonally. many people with this same (
dents
the g reat'floor space. Other hun
Bisbee which sailed schedule and the terrible orgy of
The danger point ls now definitely
object in mind, Donald W Philbrick,,
capture
by
the
pirates
was
staged
dreds of chairs will be scattered
from this port with
Elihu Root, a last, eminent link to the author of the measure; President
passed
however and ordinary com
through the various rooms of the
much flag waving though the paint on her gory sides
the American statesmanship of a time Kenneth C. M Sills, of Bowdoin !
mon sense on the part of the citi
and general hulla was not dry and her deadly yard
great building. In Che old days the
zens will prevent a recurrence.
that is gone, died Sunday Just eight College; Edw. H. Merrill. Skowhegan; [
B is b e e 's
great cry of foot and leg weary pa
baloo November 6 arm was a bit unsecure Another fly
Tending to brighten Rockland's
days before the 92nd anniversary of David Rodick of Bar Harbor; Sena
trons was "Oh if I could only sit
bought by Florida in the ointment was the fact that,
Jinx
whole morale is this swift ending of
tor Herbert W. Kitchen, of Presque
heavily
loaded
as
she
was
the
new
his birth.
down and rest." This year there will
interests to 'take a
the epidemic and a return to nor
Isle; Harold Murchie of Bangor; and
Ilr. James E. Knit
be ample space to sit and watch the stellar role as a pirate ship in the Jose Gaspar drew too much water
For two weeks the frail and ven many others. With the exception of
mal ways of life. The coming of
to
go
up
to
the
Tampa
Bay
Hotel
great Tampa carnival, has her nose
passing show at the same time.
erable old man—a man who had the last named all have declined or
Kent. Rockland's sadly overworked snow for sports and cold for good
Every penny of the proceeds of this much out of joint for she didn't get Docks as scheduled so King Oas- Health Officer.
(skating, will further alleviate the
walked with the rulers of the earth neglected to reply to my suggestion. M. M. Griffin, who is chairman of the
parilla and his blood thirsty brigands
great
show goes toward the equip the part after all.
"You can say for me" said D r.1situation.
School attendance is
Mr. Murchie, and for his courtesy
and had been a national leader aa
fair's amusement section
According to plan the Bisbee war had to be transported from the Clyde Kent, "that the epedemic is definitely rapidly approaching normal once
ment fund. Not a single person in
far back as the torchlight era of Wil I will be ever grateful, did debate the
the big organization operating the to have been sailed to Tampa and Mallory docks by motor to take part on the decline and that if people will more.
liam McKinley—had lain ill of a cold question with me over the radio from
fair gets a cent for his services. It there re-rigged as a pirate ship to In the parade.
The
goal
set
for
sale
of
season
tickets
which developed Into a fatal bronchi Portland and, upon my recent invi
tation. announces his willingness to ■is 1200. The very low price of the is all gratuitously given to the great . be used in the Feb 1 carnival event
al pneumonia.
cause of equipping the building for by Ye Mystic Krewe of Gasparilla
He served President McKinley as again participate if we can find a ; season tickets and the many different
I to capture the city. This is the
its social service work
attractions
this
ticket
admits
the
‘
convenient
date
for
the
purpose.
I
Secretary of War: in the Cabinet of
high light of the big carnival.
Theodore Roosevelt he was Secretary | should also correct the above record
However, and here's the sad part
i
by
saying,
gratefully
that
Granville
of State
of the tale, came Jan. 31 and nn
As he had become a figure of na C. Gray. Representative to the
Bisbee had arrived at Tampa. The
tional renown, he lived to be one of Legislature from Presque Isle, did
Krewe were as frantic as ever were
the world's leaders. He was head of join with me in a radio debate on the
Captain Kidd's bullies, for it was only,
subject
of
the
Direct
Primary,
about
President Wilson's mission to the
a matter of hours before the city
Kerensky regime in Russia, a delegate a year ago.
Knox County Superior Court was I ven; in charge of traverse jury, John
must be captured and there was no
May I thank this journal for givto the 1921 Washington Arms Con
opened
this morning with Prayer by Hall of Owl's Head, deputy at large,
spectacular
ship
for
the
movie
men
i
ing
space
to
this
communication
and
ference. an organizer of the World
to
shoot
at.
express
the
hope
that
some
propon
Rev. William Berger of St. Thomas Clarence H. Leonard of Union. Frank
Court and a member of the Hague's
9
Harding, son of the late Sheriff
ents
of
the
Philbrick
Bill
or
some
one
The
New
England
Sportsmen's
the
Boston
show
being
a
little
too
Consequently
a
°
f
permanent Court of Arbitration.
; Episcopal Church. Camden. Justice
Harding, is court messenger.
who opposes the Primary on general Show, with a one week s record at- small for theirs and the landlocked the city s shipping disclosed the three " W h e r e O h W h e r e is t h e B is b e e ? ”
Albert Belivpau, a prime favorite of
Missing from the roster is the effigrounds will do me the honor to acmaster Frank A. Morey, fully loaded
Farm and Home Week at the Uni I cept this proposition for a public tendance of more than 200.000. closed salmon and trout pools.
j dent presence of Granville D. BachMeantime the disgraced Bisbee is I Knox County is presiding.
Sunday with Maine having taken top Hundreds of Maine residents jour- [ a-' ng in 1 e stream- about t= weigh
versity of Maine opens March 29 and i discussion.
Sheriff Ludwick has made these Ielder. St. George, deputy and fre! honors in' exhibi’u and plrtlcipation neyed down to the show. Among those anchor A swift decision, a satisfac- hanging her head for the first time
closes April 1.
Roland T. Patten
in the guides tournaments
who called at the Maine exhibit were tor>' financial settlement and in less in 34 busy years for she was doggec deputy assignments: Crier. Jethro D. qently court crier, who is this year
Two of Maine's widely known Herbert Swett of Skowhegan and tirae than “ takes t0 te» 11 the hon- b>’ some hoodoo of the sea all along Pease of Hope; in charge of grand wintering in Florida and Deputy
,1 Presque Isle, Feb 6
guides Perry Oreene and Wallace State Senator George Wentworth of «»> and workaday Frank A Morey , the coast and it is understood got jury. Warren J. Billings of Vinalha(Continued on Page Two!
MAINE LIKE AUSTRALIA
Soule of Bangor, led those of Nova Kennebunkport; Owen Harding of was in the way of becoming the dis- into some sort of a legal snarl in
Scotia. New Brunswick and New Bangor: and Harrie Coe and Arthur reputable and murderous ship Jose New York that still holds her in thai
"Red Jacket” built by George
O F SHIPS AND MEN
Maine's rocky shore terrain and
Oaspar.
' j port.
Hampshire in the wood chopping and Fels of Portland
Thomas in the Thomas shipyard (site
the rocks in Australia are identical sawing contests and the log rolling Harold Fuller of Rangeley, presi
Methebesec d u b Session near J. A. Jameson store), and in a
according to Dr. C. E Decker, pro and canoe tilting games Both were dent of the Maine Guides' Associa
paragraph touching upon the fine
fessor of paleontology in the school awarded beautiful electric table clocks tion. and Chester Swett of Andover,
Was O f Extraordinary old houses erected during the pros
of geology at the University of Ok for their outstanding performances, were in constant attendance at the
perous seafaring and shipbuilding
Interest
lahoma, who has discovered th at Greene because he retained his chop Maine Guides' Association booth.
days Mrs. Chase gave a charming
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY" through a study of graptolites, an ex ping championship and Soule for his
Representing nearly 3.000 regis
Even thoitgn attendance was description of Mrs Blanche Heald
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO ItMl
tinct group of animals subsurface activities on the water. Ross McKen tered Maine guides. Fuller said the
somewhat depleted owing to the pre Ellsworth's home in Rockport where
rocks in distant parts of the world ney, famed Maine guide, was in association would also have a booth
vailing sickness, the meeting of thc many beautiful and rare objects may
may be correlated.
TONIGHT (TUESDAY)
at the New York show as well as at
charge of the guides' tournaments.
Methebesec Club Friday afternoon be seen, gathered in foreign trips
Evening at Eight
Py studying the graptolites. Deckel
Immediately upon closing of the shows in Philadelphia and Hartford,
made by her captain father.
at the home of Mrs Edith Blaney
has decided the Ouachita mountains show work was started taking down Conn.
“CO M E AND GET IT”
Prefacing the papers, Mrs. Ade
Rockland and Knox County teach- [ ter—in 1909 That year the State
held to its high standard in the ex
of Oklahoma, the coasts of Maine, the Maine exhibit bit by bit for shipThe big landlocked salmon and
EDW ARD ARNOLD
laide Lowe and Mrs Gladys Heistad
ers
and
Parent-Teacher
Associations
grange
was
greatly
agitated
over
the
JOEL McCREA
cellence of the program which em
the British Isles and Australia are ment to the National Sportsmens trout were taken from the Maine ex
, su b je c t of mnnwv fo r m i
h ,
sang as duets "Travellers by Sea or
FRANCES FARMER
braced two notably fine papers—
Show in New York City. Some minor hibifs pool today and returned to have taken vigorous action in connec"sisters under the soil.'
Land” (Scotch Psalter), and "The
It caused a school fund bill to be in
"Tlie Biblical Sea" by Miss Ellen
Decker has been working on his changes will be made in the Maine Maine in a special oxygen tank truck tion with the passage of the soMurmuring Sea" by Stephen Glover.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 10
troduced. Its purpose was exactly
Daly and "Sailing Days on the Pe
graptolite correlation' theory for the display at New York and a pair of which will transport them to the New called Education Bill. This action
BANK NIGHT
Miss Margaret Stahl was at the
the same as that of this year's meas
has been further supported by votes
nobscot” by Mrs. Hester Chase.
past four years. He said the uni live beavers will be added, space at IYork show next week.
Evening at Eight
piano.
ure. which asks the $1,700,000, al
'
of
local
service
groups
and
an
or
versity possesses what is believed to
“W IT H O U T O R D E R S”
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich presented an
though
it
went
about
in
a
different
ganization of local men and women
be the largest collection of grapto
SALLY EILERS
excellent report of the mid-winter
AS
TO
SUNDAY
MOVIES
I
FAREWELL
ORDERS
matter,
the
bettering
of
conditions
to work with Knox County legislaROBERT ARMSTRONG lites of any school in the United
convention of the State Federation oi
in schools of the poorer communities.
From the novel by Peter B Kyne States.
Rockport Man Takes Up Captain
and
Mrs.
Brown
of
,
,
...
,
.
,
.Women's Clubs which she recently
The
thing
which
lias
caused
thc
r
.
These facts will lead to some dis(attended in Augusta. Mrs. Maude
THVRS.-FRL. EEB. 11-12
Cudgels In Defense of
the Salvation Army Leave iurbed minds as the bill runs into great opposition to the present meas
HAIR WAVE FOR A PENNY
Blodgett gave an interesting array of
Evening at Eight
ure
isn't
antipathy
to
the
schools,
is
Next Week
troubled waters in Augusta. Educa
His Belief
E D M U N D LOWE,
current topics dealing largely with
not
a
desire
lo
handicap
or
cripple
tion is one of the most vexatious
CONSTANCE C U M M IN G S
1 oz. whole flaxseed 1 pint water
health subjects.
Farewell order., have been received problems which the Legislature faces !the schools- but a feeling, rightly or
Boil together. Strain and dilute to Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
“SEVEN SINNERS”
It was announced that the speaker
by
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Victor
S.
Browne
This
is
not
a
new
situation.
The
!
wrongly,
that
the
sponsors
of
the
bil'
Through you and your paper I de
the condition desirable for one's own
[for the open meeting. March 4. wtl!
are prepared to unnecessarily spend
hair. This can be done at home and sire to speak to the people of Rock of the Salvation Army, they to trans- matter of school financing has alSATURDAY. FEB. 13
be Robert P. Tnstarn Coffin of Bow
ways been one of the major problems the taxpayers' money in order to se
is excellent. It costs about l ’i cents. land. Rockport and Camden.
Matinee 230 Evening 7 and 9
fer on Feb. 17 to Newburyport. Mass
doin College, gach member will be
of the law makers. It has been so cure some needed benefits.
‘The Case of the Black Cat*
privileged to invite three guests. Il
Friends, if you knew th at there Their farewell meeting will be held becausp thp leglslators have always
Those who are opposing the meas
RICARDO CORTEZ,
was also announced that a special
ure
say
that
they
cannot
see
Why.
in
were
a
deadly
foe
encamped
outside
next
Sunday
evening.
desired
to
do
all
they
could
for
the
JUNE T R A V IS
Invitation
has been extended to Mrs.
order
to
benefit
those
150
places
your cities and that that foe, if left The Browns have been in charge schools, yet have rarely been able to
Mabel Brown, president of the State
which
cannot
hope
to
keep
up
to
pursue
his
course
would
endanger
SUNDAY. FEB. 14
of the local work for nearly three Eire all which was asked. Like many
(Federation, to be present at the an 
Matinee at 2.30. Evening at Eight
the lives of your boys and girls, you years and during that time may be Private Persons the legislature has school standards it is necessary to
nual meeting which falls on April
Double Feature
hand
over
sizeable
amounts
of
extra
To persons with cars driving in would rise up and give battle to this
been obliged to cut the garment ac
FRED ASTAIRE. IRENE DUNN
credited with remarkable progress
j 1st, The Ways and Means Commitmoney
to
250
to
300
places
which
are
my yard. Stay in car and blow horn. invader.
cording to thc cloth.
j tee. Mrs Edith Blaney, chairman,
“ RO BERTA”
My statement is not contrary to both in spiritual and material work
Vicious Police Dog.
The Legislature has a fairly ac maintaining standard schools with
and
A
detailed
report
to
be
present’d
(announced assessments to meet the
the
present
time
State
aid,
thereby
fact. There is a menace far more
curate idea of what the State's in 
before
their
departure
emphasizes
annual fund as coming in fairly well.
adding
to
the
tax
burden
of
the
dangerous than at present you realize
“O ne Rainy A fternoon”
J o h n W a r d w e ll, p r o m i n e n t in ‘S a i l i n g
come for the two year period will be.
It was voted to donate $10 to the
schools.
F R A N C IS LEDERER.
which, if left to tyrannize, will break the spiritual end clearly.
D
a
y
s
O
n
t
h
e
P
e
n
o
b
s
c
o
t”
It also has a fairly accurate knowl
TASQUANTVM lodge
IDA LUP1NO
P r;m a material side this pleasan'
local chapter of the American Red
So far in the whole discussion none
down what principles your boys and
PLEASANT
POINT.
MAINE
edge
of
what
it
is
going
to
cost
to
Benefit Red Cross Flood Relief
Cross.
17’ 19
girls now possess and ln doing so young couple has earned a place in operate the various institutions and of the opponents have opposed the
Miss Daly presented word pictures
The meeting of Feb. 19 will be at
make them a menace rather than an Community Chest for the Army after departments
during that
time. idea that the stronger should give aid of the Dead Sea. the River Jordan
asset to their community. That foe. an absence of several years. They Knowing these things it must make to the weak. Even City Manager and the Sea of Galilee, that of the the home of Mrs. Irene Walker with
James L. Barlow of Portland, who latter particularly vivid in descrip Mrs. Jane Beach as assisting hostess.
that menace, is Sunday moving pic have the citadel in much better phy its operations accordingly.
Papers will be given by Mrs. K athsical condition than for years with
tures.
You can't find in either House or has been the most outspoken oppo tion of the scenic setting and the
It is a slight |to the American Le all spaces rented and through co Senate a member who is opposed to nent. at the State conference in Au fish.ng activities carried on now a.; eryn St. Clair and Mrs. Sadie Leach.
gion for the managers of our several operation, with local groups, n o t [schools, who has any desire to pre- gusta a few weeks ago expressed the in Jesus time as He walked on the There will also be miscellaneous cur
rent events and music. Members are
theatres to pull the wool over their ably the Kiwanis Club, have accom Ivent any young man or wmoan se belief that this aid should be given
shores of this beautiful sea. Mrs.
asked to note once more that the
eyes by giving them a petty sum each plished much in their work with the
To all publishers, distributors, and dealers in maga
He
made
it
clear
at
that
time
that
curing an education. Instead vou
Chase in the early part of her paper
annual
guest day has been set ahead
week
for
what
they
term
“relief."
young
along
social
welfare
lines.
his
objection
was
not
to
that
idea,
zines, papers, periodicals, pamphlets, etc., in Knox
will find that one and all arc desir
harked back to the days when the
to March 4.
They are taking this way to keep
but
to
the
way
in
which
it
was
being
ous of Maine having just the best
Penobscot teemed with sailing ves
County:
open their establishments and I call
KNOWS VALUE OF LIME
sels. carrying cargoes of ice, lime, hay
educational advantages for her youth attempted at this time.
upon these managers to show that
The Revised Statutes of Maine, 1930, Chapter
and other commodities raised or YOUR FAVORITE POEM
At the Agricultural Conservation that it is possible to provide.
they are not taking in at least four
135, Section 27, reads in part as follows:
It is safe to say that if the 184
manufactured in this part of the
HURT
AT
HOSMER
S
meeting
held
in
West
Aina
recently,
times the amount they turn over as
If I had my life to live again I would
“Whoever imports, prints, publishes, sells, or distributes,
Favorable reports are received this country; then gave a brief resume of have made a rule to read some poetry
after the various practices had been members of the Legislature could
I public spirited citizens.
and
listen to some music at least once
any book, pamphlet, printed paper, or other thing contain
Where are our church going peo discussed, several of the men were follow their desire they'd vote that morning from Dorothy Boynton Jones ‘.ne building of various ships in thc a week The loss of these tastes la a
ing obscene, indecent, or impure language, or manifestly
loss
of
happiness. —Charles Darwin.
$1,700,000
which
the
schools
are
ask
yards
on
the
Penobscot,
from
the
of this city who is at Knox County
ple, what are our ministers doing? considering lime. The question then
tending to the corruption of the morals of youth, or an
ing
so
quickly
thc
State
would
think
first
at
Bucksport
in
1770.
Among
General
Hospital
suffering
from
a
was
asked
how
to
obtain
it.
Maynard
I do not see how a minister who pro
obscene, indecent, or impure print, picture, figure, or de
HE IS JUST AWAY
scription. manifestly tinding to the corruption of the
fesses to love and obey his God can Albee, who was present, said he would it had always been the appropriation. fractured pelvis sustained Sunday at familiar names cropping out here
Trouble ls they know that it is the Snow Bowl. Hosmer's Pond, while and tliere was th at of John Ward- I cannot say. and I will not say
morals of youth, shall be punished by a fine not less than
j stand back land just let nature take be glad to haul it for anyone at a
That he is dead—He ls Just away!
one hundred dollars, nor more than one thousand dol
well of Rockland, a man who has de With a cheery smile and a wave of the
its course without saying one thing very reasonable price. Farmers in their job to provide anywhere from skating.
lars and by Imprisonment for not more than five years."
signed and built many ships, a man He hashand
■or standing up for the principles un- that vicinity should contact Mr. $2,500,000 to $4,000,000 more for each
wandered Into an unknown land.
of the next two years than has ever
Rather out of the ordinary for man whose skill both as designer and
*
j der which he has been trained. Albee.
Inspections will be made frequently and this law
And left us dreaming how very fair
before been required In running the and wife to have the same natal day. builder has long been recognized It needs must be. since he lingers there.
Church attendance has fallen off
fully enforced.
but Feb 8 ls Just that for Mr. and along the entire coast and elsewhere. And you—oh you. who the wildest yearn
greatly yet our clergy wail and talk done it in other cities and we can do State of Maine,
For the old-time step and the glad re tu rn
Signed:
! but do nothing to better conditions. it in ours if you as citizens, if you I They are wondering where that Mrs. Isaac B Simmons though Ml Many unusual and interesting stories
of him faring on. as dear
JEROME C. BURROWS,
I I charge you to stop side-stepping as the clergy, decide it must'be done money is coming from!
Simmons celebrated his anniversary of shipping on the Penobscot were Think
In the love of There, as the love of Here.
County Attorney.
Think
of him stilt as the same, I say.
related
by
Mrs.
Chase.
Special
The last big battle of school funds i with a temperature and the grippe
Kent Vicks, Esq.
the (issue and stamp out this prac
He is not dead—he ls Just away.
in Maine was 28 years ago this win- lor bed fellows.
tribute was paid to thc clipper ship
Rockport, Feb. 8.
tice. It can be done, They have
—James Whitcomb Riley

A D A ELVA MILLS CASE

R elation To th e Late Epidem ic

SCHR. BISBEE SPILLS THE BEANS

•*•J

M isbehaving R ockland V essel U psets G asparilla
C arnival and L oses Title Role

COURT CONVENED TO DA Y

W ith Justice B eliveau A t the H elm -S hort T erm
W ith Little B usiness F orecast

M AINE TOOK TO P HONORS

Many R ockland F olk A m ong the 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 In
A tten d an ce— Our F am ous G uides

WALDO THEATRE

EDUCATION BILL MEETS FOES

R ockland and Knox C ounty Sponsored L egisla
tion Finds C onsiderable O pposition

VICIOUS DOG
W ARNING!

B. H . W etherbee

W A R N IN G
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KNOX COUNTY NEARS GOAL

COURT CONVENED TO DAY

T H R E E - T IM E S -A -W E E K

Husbands, love your wives, and be
not bitter against them. —Col. 3: 19.

R ed Cross Flood R elief Fund N eeds But Final

ENJOYED SNOW BOWL

Spurt To Go O ver the Top

Every-Other-Day
COMETS WIN AGAIN
Rockland’s Fast 'Semi-Pro
Team Takes the Rock- I I
port Aces

EARLY WEEK SPECIALS

A game of rough and ready basket
Lent starts in just a few days . . .
ball was seen at the new Community
Are your pantry shelves w ell
Verbal Acrobat Kept Eyes
Building last night when the Com
Very close to the goal of $3000 is Mrs Sadie Cobb ....................... 1.00
stocked
with tasty tuna fish, sal
munity
Comets
defeated
an
unex
Wide Open At Hosmer's
...... 1.00
Knox County's total for relief of the Mrs. Lillian Libby .....
pectedly strong Rockport Ace Club |
mon, sardine;, codfish, herring,
Pond Area
Union
by the score of 31 to 22.
sufferers in tue Ohio and Mississippi
spaghetti, corn, peas, canned fruit,
...... ’ 1.00
Harriet Williams ........
This game which, incidentally, was
valleys.
There
is
little
question
that
So this is the Snow Bowl! Well,
etc.
. . . W e carry a complete line
Maynard Lucas ........
...... 1.00
the Comets' third victory as against '
you cant prove it by me that this the desperate plight of these people ' Edith Bowes
of
lenten
foods for your conveni
...... 500
one defeat, started very slowly w’th ;
title is not consistently apropos to is appreciated by the nation as never | Dr. and Mrs. H. H Plumer...... 10 00
ence . . . com e in today and get ycu i
both teams failing to find the hoop
...... 2.00
the season for I saw snow. I saw ice 1in a previous disaster thanks to mo- | Friend
with any consistency, but with the
supply.
...... 5.00
and I saw stars! Oh. no. not Heaven-| tion pictures and radio as well as ' Inez Burkett
Aces managing to make one more
Maud Calderwood ................
...... 1.00
shot count than did the home forces
ly stars but ,the woozy kind that very generous press reports It is to
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Davis &
to take a 6 to 4 lead as the first quar
be
hoped
that
this
week
will
see
sparkle and dance when the ice meets
daughter ............................... 2.00
ter ended.
Knox County pass her allotted mark
you coming down.
Mary Barker ........................... 1.00
With the insertion of fresh players
$2,348.21 A Friend. Owls H ead................ 1.00
Such a Bowl! Hemmed in by lofty I Previously reported
into the game, the pace in the second
Laura Richards .......................... 1.00 Carrie B. Shaw ....................... 500
quarter was stepped up considerably
mountains whose fragrant woodsy
J. Frank Rich. Rockport ........ 3.00 Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sonntag .... 5.00
and the Comets went to work in
breath is wafted down to the hun Friend ..................... ........... :..... 1.00 Friend ...................................
20.00
earnest to score 14 points against J
dreds of humans who are seeking Friend ...................................... 3.00 Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Gordon .. 5.00
Rockports 10 for an 18 to 16 lead at i
healthy and invigorating pleasure. Anna Webster .............................. 2.00 Mr. and Mrs. Fred Black.......... 5 00
Serve Macaroni and Cheese— it makes a de
! the half.
I
... 10.00 American Legion .................... 25 00
lirious meal any time
Ice boats are scooting hither and yon Edwin Libby Relief Corps
1 The third period was much like the
Mr. and Mrs. A. P Blaisdell
5.00 Sons of Union Veterans AuxilTASTY
■first with tooth teams putting up i
at the mercy of a fickle breeze. And
Mite Club total ..........
11.00 liary ___________________ 5.00
strong defensives and scoring but four
look! Can I believe my eyes! If Friend ....__________ ............... 5.00
Mrs. Annie Soboleski ............. 5.00
points apiece.
there isn't 86 year old Grammy Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Crockett
5.00 Nancy Shibles ..................
1.00
In the fourth and final quarter the |
Marks, dean of enthusiastic winter Mr. and Mrs. F. L. L..............
G O LD M E D A L DE LU XE G R A D E
3.00
WARREN
Comets put on the pressure and netsport followers, racketing down that Geraldine Brewster ................. 50.00 Mrs. Edna Nash ....................... 100 !
LB.
! ted eight points while holding the
toboggan slide—and liking it. too. Ex The Mite Club .... ......... ............. 8.00 Mr. G. D. Goilld ___________
1.00
BAG
pression reveals so much of the inner Mr. and Mrs Donald Hanley
5.00 Mrs. Betsey J. Eastman .......... 1.00 | Knox County's Handsome Court House Where February' Term Opened This Aces to two. thereby winning 31 to 22.
The
game
was
featured
by
the
Morning
being! She's clinging to the rope rail Maurice G. Ginn ..................... 1.00 Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rowe ...... 5.00
30 OZ.
' outstanding playing of Gatoby Fow
with a vengeance as she and the Maude S. Fuller, Appleton ..... 1.00 j Ann Norwood
.................. .
35
CAN
ler
and
Masie
for
the
Comets,
while
leather cushion leave the toboggan at Friend. A ppleton........................ 1.00 Mrs. Owen J. Reynolds ............... 1.00;
(Continued
from
Page
One)
Hunt both of Thomaston, married at Turner and Erickson starred for
various intervals on th a t mad down People of Matinicus ................ 30.00 Mr. and Mrs. WillardWylie
Serve Piping Hot— I t Is Delicious!
1.00 ,
Rockport September 29. 1931; Libel Rockport.
ward plunge. Shes yelling like the People of Criehaven ................ 6.00 1John Doe ..................................... 1.00J
Robert A. Webster, recovering from
lant asks for custody of minor
The preliminary game was played
good old scout that she is. to make
Vinalhaven
Clarence Johnson .................... 1.00 i a severe attack of pneumonia.
them clear a way for the wild racer Benefit Picture at Gem Theatre 57.05 George Shum an ...................... 1.C0 Clerk of Courts Griffin and Coun- children. Edith, age four years and | between the High School hoexey1
Bernice age two years. Tirrell for team and George Huntley's Aces. th n
There, shes down all safe and sound, , vinalhaven Red Cross Chapter 5.00 Advent Christian Church.
ty Attorney Burrows will play their
, libt.
latter quintet winning by a 22 to 18
her hat a bit awry, but happy as a ' The Lions Club .... ................... 2729
Friendship ............................ 38.00 ;accustomed roles.
Norman P. Richards from Urusla count.
lark.
Mrs. Ella Ames .„..................... 2.00 Mr and Mrs. A. R. M arsh...... 2.00
A Mottram of Auburn is Richards both of Rockland, married
Comets
• • • •
The Ames Farm ....................... 3.00 E. H. La wry and Josephine
' assigned for this term as official at Rockland April 14. 1922; Libellant
P
F
O
Friend
.............
........................
2
00
Lawry
.............
5.00
Then a plaid-shirted oldster,
court reporter.
1
asks for custody of minor children. Durrell. rf ............. 0
1
though younger by 40 odd years, not Lafayette Carver Circle G AR. 5.001A Friend. T hom aston.................. 1.00 The following divorce cases are in Norma, age fourteen years: Grace, Dondis. rf ............... 1
2
0
Sunshine
Dept.
Union
Church
..
5.00
J
A
W
.
Thomaston
...............
25.00
to toe outdone, decides to take a turn.
3
!order for hearing;
age thirteen years; Dorothy, age ten LaCrosse. If
1
..... 1
2.00 , Primary Room of the Federated
Now he's off—40. 50. 60 miles an hour, i B Carver Relief Corps
Cut From Yearling Lambs
2
..... 1
0
Arthur H Dyer of Rockport from years; Mabel, age twelve years; and Treneer. If .
Mrs.
Katie
Greenleaf
.............
10O
Sunday School. Thomaston .. 1.10
He sails through the air with the
10
0
Olive
E.
Dyer
of
Belfast,
married
at
Wilberta.
age
five
years.
Tirrell
for
Fowler,
c
.................
5
greatest of ease, this daring young Mr. and Mrs Charles S. Robert
4
0
Lord, c ..
Rockland June 6. 1927. Perry for libt. libt.
son .............__........
LB.
2.001 Total __
$2 792 00
man on the flying—ah—but his hat
0
0
A rthur S. Smalley of Rockland
Helen E. Chapman from John D. Peterson. rg
parted company on that last bump
4
0
from Martha T. Smalley of parts un- Chapman both of Rockland, married Duncan, rg ___ __ 2
where the snow is wearing thin. It's
3
1
1
LB.
known, married at St. George May 19 at Rockland. October 14. 1918. Smal Karl, lg .............
a good half mile behind winding its
0
Rubenstein, lg ........ 1
1930. Libellant asks for custody of ley for libt.
way in the wake of an erstwhile ref
Florence P. Gxton from Alfred E. Connon. c ............... 0
0
minor children. Adelbert. 5 years of
eree It was a grand sensaton—it
age and Maude, six months old. Smal Oxton both of Warren, married at
was thrilling! he conceded. But he
31
Warren October 28. 1933. Libellant
2 8 /3
ley for libt.
would not be so mean as to continue
New Crop—The Famous Sun M aid Brand
Ulric A. Sawyer of Rockland from asks for custody of minor child. Avis
Rsrkport
Ares
denying the youngsters a privilege
Lucy Grotton Sawyer, married at M„ age two and one half years.
G
F
which is rightly theirs.
Rockland April 15. 1932. Libellant Smalley for libt.
South, rf .............
1 0
Babies chuckle in their speed
Frank E. Waltz of Rockland from Whittier, rf ______ 0
asks for custody of minor children
0
wagons as they are pushed around
joint or separate returns have been Ulric A., Jr., and Lawrence J. Bird Fannie B. Waltz of Waldoboro, m ar
*s
Measuring Cup Free W ith Every Two Packages
INCOME
TAX
IN
A
NUTSHELL
Crockett,
If
...............
0
0
Little tots, big tots and medium sized
filed for a particular year, neither for libt.
ried at Bremen March 16, 1897. Wil Richards. I f ............... 1 • .0
tots are frisking around here, there
12 OZ.
WHO? Single persons who had husband nor wife may after th e due
John Edward Kiskila of Rockland bur for libt.
Bohndell, c ...........
0 0
and everywhere. Yes, they arc all
net income of $1,000 or more or date of the return file an amended from Elizabeth M Kiskila of RockElizabeth M Kiskila from John Ladd, c :...................... 1
0
PO W D E R
CAN
there—young middle-aged and old.
gross income of $5,000 or more, return or returns on a different basis I iand, married at Rockland January Edward Kiskila both of Rockland, Turner, rg ................ 3
0
Mixing Bowl Free— W hile They Last
and all shapes and sizes. Would you
fqr
that
year.
and married couples who had net
married at Rockland January 20 Wentworth, r g ........ 2
20, 1934.
0
think that such a one. with a bulging
income of $2,500 or more or gross
Norris W. Brooks of Rockland from 1934; Libellant asks for custody of Erickson, lg ............. 3
0
waist line would dare venture out in
income of $5,000 or more must
"Leola Brooks, of Jersey City, N. J., minor children. Edith A., age two
Personal Exemptions
ski pants? But they all do and *t's
file returns.
In addition to the personal exemp married at Bangor April 26. 1924. years and Eli W a g e seven months
22
0
Serviceable Drinking Glass Free W ith Every Two Bags
just the real thing, too. My. wouldn't
Wilbur for libt.
WHEN?
The
filing
period
be
tion of $1900 for single persons and Roberts for libt.
our grandmothers' eyes pop at such
Semi-pro Games at Thomaston
A rthur E. Redman of Camden from
8 OZ.
a spectacle! But what's that! A gins January 1 and ends March
$2509 for married persons living to  Florence E. Redman of Gllmanton,
The
fast Thomaston Boy s Club will
15,
1937.
PKG S.
HOCKEY
A
T
HOSMER'S
spill! And it's that old couple who
gether and for heads of families, a N. H . married at Meredith. N. H„
meet the Boothbay Harbor Cubs and
WHERE? Collector of Inter
Rapid Cooking— Packed By Stickney & Poor
think they have a special license to
taxpayer is entitled to a credit of $400 September 15. 1930. Tirrell for libt.
nal revenue for the district in
Rockland Sea Gulls Blanked the Rockland Lions in a double
skate
He's down—and there she
header at the Thomaston High Gym
for each dependent, defined by in- I Helen G. Gray of Camden from
LGE. 37 OZ.
which the person lives or has his
goes over him. headlong, skates and
the C. C. C. Team In Tomorrow night. The boys club has
come-tax law and regulat.ons as a Page E Gray of Camden, married at
principal
place
of
business.
CAN
skirts and hats all a tangle with
lost only one game this season and
person under 18 year; of age or in- Camden November 9. 1919. Libellant
Lively Game
HOW? See instructions
on
flying legs.
Packed
By
Black
A
Gay
At
Thomaston
that to the Community Comets last
capable of self-support because men- j as^s for custody of minor child,
forms 1040A and 1040.
• • • •
Giving Camden's new “Snow Bow!" week. They will try to add the Cubs
tally
or
physically
defective.
The
Francis
P.
Montgomery
&
Gillmor
WHAT? Four percent normal
That new road will be a great im
its first taste of Sunday hockey, a and Lions to their list of victories.
term "mentally or physically defec for libt.
tax on the amount of net income
provement.
And goodness knows
Albra
E.
Kennedy
from
Maurice
L
tive" means not only cripples and
more experienced crew of puck Felt will referee.
in excess of the personal exemp
they need more room for the hun
Heinz Macaroni in Cream Sauce W ith Cheeseb
• • • •
those mentally defective, but persons Kennedy both of Camden, married at chasers from Rockland outclassed the
tion.
credit
for
dependents,
earned
dreds of cars to park. Now it's like
Camden
April
21.
1927.
Montgomery
T.
II.
S.
40,
Castine
Norm
al
39
in ill health and the aged.
Camden Kills CCC outfit. 6-0.
taking turns on a one way street— income credit, and interest on ob
In order to be entitled to the $409 & Gillmor for libt.
Thomaston High came from behind
ligations of the United States and
first one way and then the other.
PKGS
The Sea Gulls, getting away to a
Mabel
I.
Powers
from
Fred
S.
Powcredit,
the
taxpayer
must
furnish
the
obligations
of
instrumentalities
in
the final period on her home floor
When you inspect the lining of this
Good Luck Brand— Four Delirious Flavors
dependent his or her chief support I ers both of Camden, married at Bos- slow start, scored midway in the last night to nose out Castine Normal
of
the
United
States.
Surtax
on
"vest pocket." so called, it is really
Butterscotch, Lemon, Chocolate, Vanilla
The credit is based upon actual flnan- I ton December 5. 1917. Libellant asks first period on a rebound by Bab- 40 to 39. in a ding-dong basketball
surtax net income in excess of
amazing to see what has been ac
cial dependency and not mere legal for cust<xly of minor children. Eugene bidge. Thomas teamed up with Bab battle, and thereby score its twelfth
$4,000.
complished in less than five months.
LGE.
dependency. Fcr example, a father F , age 18 and Frederick S.. Jr., age bage. soon after to score Rocklands win in fourteen starts this winter.
I most forgot to tell you about the
CAN
17.
Montgomery
&
Gillmor
for
libt.
whose children receive half or more of
The teams ware tied at 27 .all at the
hockey rink, but that didn't interest
Leal Joseph Watson of Augusta second counter. Early in the second three quarters mark. Castine then
Fancy Bartletts in Syrup— Our Santa Valley Brand
INCOME-TAX DON’TS
their
support
from
a
trust
fund
or
me so much as it did the hundred
other separate source is not entitled from Susie Mae Watson of Rockland, period F. Harden and Thomas boosted shot ahead, but Thomaston rallied
who swarmed around it.
THREE MINUTE—QUICK COOKING
married at Westbrook September 15, the Gulls stock to four with a couple ai d ripped i‘ ; wav to the one point
DON'T prepare your return
to the credit.
By and by the wind shifted and a
1916.
Burleigh
Martin
for
libt.
without first studying the in
Neither relationship nor residence
of close in shots. The “kid line" victory near the end. Thomaston led
cold blast hit the only vulnerable
Carroll F. Merrill of Rockport from
structions on the form.
8 to 0 at the first ouarter. then slippeJ
is a factor in the allowance of the
spot in the Bowl which is not protect
Elsie G. Merrill of Rockland, married scored late in this same period when behind. 15 to 12. at the half. The
$400
credit
for
a
dependent.
The
DON'T
procrastinate.
Early
Your child burns up as much
1. ONLY
THE
EDIBLE
ed by mountains. East winds have
Marriner rung the bell with a long
energy a t school and play as
summary:
HEART OF THE WHOLE
taxpayer and the dependent may be at Rockport August 25, 1923. Payson
assembling of data permits a care
a way of piercing one right to the
one. In the final period play be
for libt.
a professional football player.
GRAIN!
residents of different cities. If hus
Thomaston High
bone. Then it was Wat I thought of ful consideration of all tax prob
came considerably rougher and Rock
Quickest, easiest, most n u 
Ethel
Jenkins
of
Rockland
from
band and wife both contribute to the
2. CONTAINS NO FLOUR
G
F
P
the cozy club house and those big lems.
tritious way to build him up
land was held to one goal, a fine
OR HUSKS!
support of a dependent, th e $409 Everett Jenkins of Stonington, mar
is R O L L E D OATS. Very eco
DON'T destroy the memoranda
Day.
If
.............
1
.....
5
11
logs heaped high cn the twin fire
shot
by
Thomas.
Penalties
were
ried at Rockport November 18. 1933.
nomical. T h e meatiest of cere
credit
may
be
taken
by
the
one
con
from
which
your
return
was
Anderson,
rf
....
...
3
3.
NEEDS
NO STEAMING!
places. Just the welcome sound of
2
8
Libellant asks for custody of minor meted out to "checker" Chills and
als. Selected oats are husked,
tributing the chief support, and may
Delano,
rf
......
crackling bark would thaw the icy prepared.
....
4
0
8
Pound
for
a
bit
of
over-indulgence
sterilized,
rolled
into
flakes
child, Arline May, age two and one
not be divided between them.
DON'T omit explanation when
Merrill, c .......... ..... 2
2
6
places. You just have no conception
—no hand touches them. I l
in their knockdown campaigns.
half years. Tirrell for libt.
A
single
person
who
supports
in
his
needs no steaming. Is pre
such information is essential to
Upham, lg .......,..... 1
of what the little labor-of-love-built
5
3
The
Camden
team
lacking
experi
Hazel E. Fernald from George A
pared in three minutes. Build
heme an aged mother is entitled not
an intelligent audit. Attach mem
lodge has to offer. Words can hardly
0
2
Fernald both of Camden, married at ence and practice, played a fine ag Elwell, rg ................. 1
up your child's reserve. T ry
only to the $409 credit for a depend
0
do justice to the pine-panelled finish oranda to your return.
0
0
the Jumbo package—and save
Camden June 28, 1934 Libellant asks gressive game and much credit is due Jealous, rg
p kg s.
ent
but
also
to
the
personal
exemp
or the tasty furnishings which add
safclv today.
for custody of minor child. Bette their goalie Katon who with many
tion of $2509 as the head of a family.
Totals
.................
16
an atmosphere of elite back-woods
40
Who Must F ile Returns
Diann. age two years. Tirrell for libt. fine saves, played a bang up game
A widower supporting under similar
comfort. Gay window drapes relieve
Castine Norm al
Lawrence Hunt from Kathleen in the nets.
rr.
Returns are required of every single circumstances a dependent child un
the high-pitched roof and heavy
The Sea Gulls urged on by "bad
BOT
G
P
person
who
for
the
year
1936
had
a
der
18
years
of
age
also
Is
entitled
to
girders Rude tables and benches are
boy" Childs who had the conserva Sprague, if ............. 9
18
PALE OR
12 OZ.
in keeping with the typical Maine gross income of $5900 or more or a the personal exemption of $2500 as
tion boys playing much of the game iSmith, rf, c ............. 7
14
GOLDEN
BOTS.
net
income
of
JIOCO
or
more
and
of
the
head
of
a
family,
plus
th
e
$409
log-cabin tradition.
on their knees, worked w’ell as a jEaton, rf ................ 0
0;
For Use In the Sick Room
every husband and wife living t o - 1credit fcr 1 dependent,
*• » •
unit and were held down in score be- Mitchell, c ............. 1
3
gether who for the year 1936 had an , Under the Revenue Act of 1936 both
cause the CCC team chose to play a Robbins, lg ............. 0
0
And such a kitchen—yiunmy-yum—
aggregate gross income of $5000 or the personal exemption and the credit
defensive game.
Hulbert, lg ............. 0
0|
will those dinners go to the right spot! more or an aggregate net income of J (or dependents arc required to be
Davis, rg ................. 2
When the ground is white with snev.
The summary:
!
$2500 or more. Widowers, widows pro-rated where the status of the
(if it is) and you've skiied up anu
1
Rockland
Sea
Gulls
(a
m
d
r
n
CCC
taxpayer changed during the year.
Totals ................ 19
39
down the rugged ski area a few times, divorcees, and married persons sepa
F. Harden, S. Harden, lw .................
Referee, Wotton.
more or less; tobogganed down tho< rated by mutual consent are classed
seems to have the strongest team,
POMONA GRANGE DATES
................. ..............rw. Pound. Berry
Ragged slopes, slipped a few goals as single persons. The personal ex
Youi'll find your motor never knot:k$
that is, on paper, but in a tournament
L. Thomas. D. Marriner, c ... c. Snow
inside the hockey boards, snowshoed emptions are $1009 for single persons
J. V. TOURNAMENT
Knox Pomona meets March 6 at
most anything can happen. Coach
and
$2500
Tor
married
persons
living
F.
Babbidge.
D.
Harden,
rw
in and out the tall white birches or
George's Valley Grange, Appleton,
Peterson's boys maybe in for a lot of
ice-boated just long enough (and that together and for heads of families.
r h i i d s ,d
Pendlet°; ? “r"S Seven Schools Will Com trouble. I t looks like a very interest
Husband and wife living together anc* on APrB 3 at So. Hope Grange,
K
Childs,
Id
....................
rd.
Pelitier
means a short time) to be properly
Hope.
pete In Thomaston Sat ing Saturday for the fans of KnoxC. Dorgan. rd .... Id, Simon, Pendleton
chilled through and through, then may make separate returns of the in- ’
Lincoln Counties.
come of each, or their income may be ■ Lincoln Pomona meets March 13 at
F.
Dyer,
g
...........................
g.
Katon
it's time to don skates and hie back
urday
The starting time and drawings will i
included in a single joint return. 11 Arlington Grange. North Whitefield,
First
period
scoring—
Babbidge'
un
to the little shelter lor refreshment
be announced in Thursday's Courier,
separate returns are filed, one may | anci APri' (0 at Southport Grange,
G
reat
interest
Is
being
shown
in
assisted.
Thomas.
Babbidge.
Penalties
or on a few hundred yards to the
not report income which belongs to 1Southport.
none.
the second team tournament that is i Trophies will be awarded the winner, |
Lodge where man-sized meals will be
GUM D IP P E D T IR E S
to
take place at Thomaston. Saturday, runner-up, and the consolation win- j<i
the
other,
tout
must
report
only
the
j
----------------------------------------------Second
period
scoring—F.
Harden
prepared to quench that well-earned
V IN A L H A V E N & R O C K L A N D
B
U
D
G
E
T
P
L
A
N
Feb.
13. Due to illness, several of the I ner.
income
which
actually
belongs
to
him
.
unassisted,
Thomas
unassisted,
Mar
hunger of a winter-sport.
S T E A M B O A T CO .
schools
were late in sending in their
riner
unassisted.
Penalties,
Burns,
Don't miss it! Oam dui may well If a joint return is filed, such return , Telephone 402
R b k l a n d , M e.
tripping.
R ead Up j
applications,
but at this time the fol
is
treated
as
a
taxable
unit,
and
the
'
Read
Down
be proud of th is great Snow Bowl
Third period scoring—Thomas un lowing have signed up for the tourn
which puts it on th e map as a winter income disclosed is subject to b o th ! *'3“ Lv SWAN.S , SLAND ....... . J - £
WINTER STREET,
TEL. 889 assisted. Penalties. Childs, Pound, ey: Camden, Rockport. Rockland.
the normal tax and the surtax.
fi-30 Lv Stonington ......................L v 4.10
playground.
_
,
,
.
, 1 7.30 Lv N O R T H H A V E N ................. Lv 3.30
Waldoboro. Union. South Bristol, and
over roughing.
Husband and wife may elect each I g.15 i,v vinalhaven ... .......... lv 2.4s
Hats off to Camden, an d heaps of
Ii'ife n , 0 the Koice o f Fireitone, Monday
H I-O C T A N E
G A S O L IN E
Thomaston.
r e a r w h e t h e r t o f i l e a j o i n t r e t u r n o r » 30 A r ro c Kland
.... ........... .........L v 1.30
(Referee,
Jarvis.
Timer,
Day.
Time
congratulations from Rockland
• r e n in g i, o v er N .B .C .— F ed N etw o rk
Subject to change without notice
3-20's
Of
the
ahove
schools,
Rockland
. eparate returns. Where liowevqr,
it
D O
PLEASE SEE PAGE 3

M A C A R O N I or
SPAG HETTI

5 Jk°gs. 2 5 /

ik 1 9 /

CHEESE

15/

PURE EGG NOODLES

17/

H ulled Corn

EXTRA S PEC IA L!

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY SALE

1C

R IB LA M B
CHOPS

“ *

19/
27c

B EEF LIVER
C A LF LIVER

i r s INCOME TAX TIME

/

Seedless R a is in s 2 « < » 1 5 /

R ead C arefully th e Inform ation W hich W ill
H ere Be Furnished

K nox G elatine 2 ^ 3 7 /
C a lu m e tBAK,NG

15/

M arshm allow s 2 »"< 2 9 /

TAPIOCA

2

15/

10/

SQUASH

M acaroni 2 ««« 2 7 /

P ie Fillings

2

PEARS

15/

19/

ROLLED OATS

2“ UQUQUp

W elch’s Grape Juice
GINGER ALE
4

Tel.

19/
25/

1 2 3 4 FOR COMPLETE MARKET SERVICE

ft 4 1

“F i r e s t o n e

w hen you sw itch to richer

Fireproof G arage

READ THE M S

RICHFIELD

Every-Other-Day
Deputy Sheriff Webster is in a fair
way for recovery from a severe attack
of pneumonia.

IF BOSTON BOUND

Rockland Townsend Club will Hold
a public supper in K of P. hall to
night.
The condition of J. W. Oliver is
showing slight improvement after a
week's severe illness.
The Woman's Association of the
Congregational Church will meet in
the vestry Wednesday afternoon at 3
o'clock.

The proper care and respect for
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
the flag will be demonstrated Wed
Feb. 10—Ash Wednesday.
Feb. 10 — Thomaston — Muslcale at nesday night at G.AJI. hall by the
Baptist vestry.
Boy Scouts of Troop 2.

S E M i-P R O B A S K E T B A L L

Note These Train Changes
For Washington’s Birth
day Weekend

A rummage sale will be held at the
Salvation Army Wednesday. Doors
open at 9 o'clock.

TALK O F TH E TOW N
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W h e re did you get
th a t H at?

COMMUNITY COMETS
vs.
W ATERVILLE CELTICS

The many Knox County residents
who plan to spend Washington's
Birthday in Boston will be in difficul
ties upon arrival in Portland unless
they read this warning given by the !
railroad.
Changes in passenger service be-1
tween Boston, Portland and Bangor J
Saturday, Feb. 20. and Monday, Feb.
22. were announced Sunday by offi■clals of the Boston and Maine and
I Maine Central Railroads. Officials

COM M UNITY BUILDING, TH U R SD A Y , FEB. II
A ll Star Girls’ team will also play in a preliminary game.
F IR S T G AM E 7.30.

T1n

1 1 I i i i i i i

A D M IS S IO N 25c

n rn r
A barge loaded with coal for the
Requiem High Mass was sung at
Lime Company was lost Sunday off ' 9 o'clock this morning at St. Bcrn! ard's Church for Mrs. Timothy E.
, Cape Henry.
McInnis (Miss Katherine Lynn). Rela
Irving Blackman has entered the tives from out of town here to attend
employ of James Bailey Co., at their j the services include Miss Antonia
new Main street plant.
McInnis. John McTnnis, Angus Mc1Innis and Miss Elizabeth Lynn of
The Bates-Mt. Allison debate j Boston and James and Anthony Mc
scheduled for tomorrow night at the Namara of Eagle Rock, Va. ObituHigh School, has been cancelled.
I ary deferred.

Proud and aloof, sole survivor of an age of past glory, Steamer
j warned that reservations on the FlyVinalhaven has outlived her scores of contemporaries in the palmy
I ing Yankee for the Washington
days of Penobscot Bay and Maine coast steamboating. S till strong
' Birthday weekend must be made at
»eb 10—Rockport—Open meeting of
and sturdy in spite of her 43 years, last spring she carried the full
“Same place Bill Jones got his.”
j least two weeks in advance.
Garden Club at Helstad home
load of the Vinalhaven & Rockland Steamboat Co. when both her
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Chapman, who
Feb. 11—Thomaston — Parent-Teacher
One the 8:30 a. m trip from Port“W here’s that?”
Association m eeting a t High School.
younger sister ships went out of commission. Fire, tragedy, romance
have been receiving treatment fol
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
' land and Biddeford to Boston, on
“Same place Jim Smith got his.”
and above all faith fu l service to her masters shows in the old ship s
Feb. 13 — Second-team basketball lowing their recent serious automobile
1both Feb. 20 and Feb. 22 all seats on
tournament at Thomaston High School
accident, have returned by train to "W here did Jim get his?”
gleaming wake down through the years.
Gym.
j the Flying Yankee will be reserved
Feb. 15 — Knox County Christian their home in Cambridge, Mass.
and when the train has bee# sold to
Endeavor union rally a t Littlefield
“Same place Fred Brown got his.”
Memorial Church.
. capacity there will be no substitute
Feb. 15 — Camden — Parent-Teacher
Private funeral services for Mrs. “But where did Fred get his?”
HEART A T TA C K VICTIM
JAMES edward beggs
I service on that particular schedule.
Assn., meets In Opera House.
Feb 16 — Camden — District Nursing John W. Burns will be held at her
I
On
the
same
dates.
In
the
opposite
baby conference a t Congregational parish late residence, 15 North Mam street,1 “W hy. the same place that Sam
James Edward Beggs, 80, a native
Idirection, between Boston. Portland, Capt. Walter C. Simmons
house.
W h ite got his.”
cf Vinalhaven, died Sunday a t the
afternoon
at
2.30.
Feb. 16—Rockport—Birthday party and Wednesday
j
Lewiston,
Waterville
and
Bangor,
Dies
Suddenly
—
Many
past officers' night. Harbor Light Chap Friends wishing to call may do so
home of his son. Fred M Btggs.
“Hey . . . stop it. will you . . . and
ter. O.E.S.
I passengers from Lynn, Salem. NewYears a Fish Warden
Main street, and funeral services wili
tell me where all you men are
Feb. 18-19—Rockland High School’s from 12 to 1 o'clock tomorrow.
1buryport. Portsmouth and Biddeford.
To start Immediate training to qualify for Jobs, servicing, repairing and install
annual Klppy K arnlval.
be conducted at the Russell funeral
going
for
your
spring
hats!”
Death
made
swift
claim
yesterday
Feb. 18—Junior class play "Skidding."
ing all makes of electric refrigerators and air conditioning units. Experience
destined to points east of Portland,
Kitchen utensils are highly neces
Feb 19—Educational Club meets at
home
tomorrow
at
2
p.
m..
Rev.
J.
afternoon on Capt. Walter C. Sim
unnecessary. Write Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Training Corp. Box 11.
will be handled on The Mate from
Orand Army hall.
j.jq
mons in Thomaston, for 19 years a Charles MacDonald officiating. In care Courier-Gazette.
Feb. 20-22 — Second annual winter sary for the lodge a t Camden's.Snow
Portland
and
beyond.
The
stream
T
H
E
SAM
E
PLACE
Y
O
U
’L
L
F
IN
D
carnival of Camden Outing Club.
Bowl and in order to provide these
warden in the Department of Sea and terment will be at Vmaihaven
lined Flying Yankee on those two
Feb. 23—W ashington’s Birthday.
YOURS
Feb 22—Camden—Quarterly meeting a bridge party is to be given start
Idates will terminate at Portland, Shore Fisheries, a man well and fa- :
of Lincoln B aptist Association.
ing at 2 p. m. next Friday at the
vorably known in this city.
Feb. 22-27—Community Food Fair In
while The Mate with sufficient de
lodge at Hosmer's Pond. Mrs. C. H.
the new auditorium .
Capt. Simmons, a native of Friend
Mallory
Spring
Hats
luxe
coach
equipment
and
dining
car
Feb 26—Camden—Annual Firemen's Jameson and Mrs. Walter Rich will
ship,
teas for several years in the
Ball at Opera House.
service will operate through to BanFeb. 27-28—Union — Winter Carnival, be in charge.
employ of the Burnham & Morrill
$5.00,
$6.00,
$8
.0
0
i
gor
and
return
on
the
regular
sched
sponsored by Air Line 4-H Club.
ule of the streamlined Flying Yankee. Company in Portland.
Francis McAlary leaves the latter [
He served as commander of the de
THE WEATHER
On the return trip from Bangor to
part of the week to take up his duties
Burton-Taylor Hats
Boston on these two dates. The Mate partment patrol boat last summer
There must be some serious mix- as engineer in the construction of a
with dining car, will operate through and visited many ports of the State
for the purchase or release of seed
$4.00
up in Rldeoutland on this lamb and water filtration plant at Springfield.
to Boston via Dover, with a stop at
lion business between February and Mo. He is spending a few days at
lobsters.
' the latter city running on the usual
Capt. Simmons was a member of
March for this morning is another of his Rockland home following the com
j time of the streamlined train. The
Royal
Scot
Hats
pletion
of
his
services
for
the
Bidde
the lamb-like variety with a gentle
the
Masonic order, the Knights of
streamlined Flying Yankee on those
rain falling and temperature well ford & Saco Water Co.
Pythias and Odd Fellows.
dates
will
leave
Portland
at
8:55
p.
m.
$3.00, $3.50
above freezing. A few degrees drop
Surviving him are his wife and a
—
and operate to Boston via the eastern
If Makeup Foreman Jasper E. Rawof the mercury would swiftly change
son Harold of Boothbay Harbor.
route
on
the
regular
schedule
of
The
the picture, however, and make walk ley were not quicker than the pro
Funeral services will be conducted
Mate, with stops at Biddeford. Portsing and motoring hazardous occupa verbial black cat this newspaper would
at
the home Thursday and inter
l mouth, Newburyport, Salem and
tions. We ll leave well enough alone, be put together left handed this
ment will be at Boothbay.
’
Lynn.
however, and content ourselves with morning. As it is he somehow got his
I These changes are made necessary
tomorrow's cheering prediction which right hand almost entirely clear as a
MRS. BERTHA DEMMONS
by the limited capacity of the Flying
proof
press
roll
went
wrong
and
only
is for southwest winds.
Mrs.
Bertha Deminons . wife of
Yankee which has a fixed number of
has bruised fingers to show for his
passenger reservations. The steam Frank Demmons. died at her home.
Paul Plourd presents a somewhat experience.
hauled Mate on the other hand can 648 Main street, Feb. 3 after a week's
battered appearance today thanks to
Illness. Mrs Demmons was born In
be lengthened almost indefinitely.
416
M
A
IN
S
T
,
R
O
C
K
LA
N
D
,
M
E.
Rev. M. H. Le Graw, pastor of the
a t y o u s u
a Snow Bowl spill on Sunday.
East Machias May 6, 1885. daughter
Advent Christian Church of Friend
Boxing will be resumed Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Beverly.
ship. accompanied by Albion Wotton,
Miriam Rebekah Lodge has con treasurer of the church, were wel
with an all star card, with four new She made her home in Rockland for
tributed $10 to the flood relief fund, come visitors at The Courier-Gazette
FEBRUARY 8-13
faces. Tire main bout will see Butch ' the past 17 years.
making the gift through the g.and office yesterday. Their pleasant mis
The Missionary Society of the Wooster meeting Lee Tracy of Bos i Surviving are her husband, two
lodge.
This will be ■sons Charles E. and Carroll V. Demsion was to bring as the church's do Methodist Church will meet Thurs ton and Bucksport
day
afternoon
with
Mrs.
Edith
the
acid
test
for
Wooster.
Walter mons. brothers William E. Beverly,
nation to flood relief its Sunday morn
County Attorney Burrows has
Tweedie, North Main street. Mrs. Reynolds will draw Paul R.van of !Rockland and James A Beverly of
W H ITE H O U SE
ing offering amounting to $38.
1 LB 2 4 c
started an active campaign against
Ella Lurvey wil be in charge.
Ellsworth while Cracker Favreau will Cambridge; two sisters. Mrs Lulu
PKG
COFFEE
.
the sale of obscene materials of all
Negotiations in connection with
take on George Sandstrom of Bucks Boyle and Mrs Benjamin Bragg of
sorts.
40 FATHOM
Rockland's proposed new garment
port.
Slasher Porter Rockland's best Rockland.
I t was just 51 years ago tomorrow
Funeral
services
were
held
Friday
industry
are
still
under
way
and
a
looking
fighter
will
take
on
Tomm;
C O D F IS H C A K E S 2 o n s 2 3 c
The City of Gardiner has applied
that the steamer Cambridge on the
k t Burpee's Parlors.
for a charter closely resembling more hopeful attitude is apparent Boston-Bangor run struck the Old Bridges of Bucksport.
S O L ID — W HITE M E A T
that which has been in successful today as Mr. Goldfarb is scheduled Man Ledge in lower Penobscot Bay s
6^ inoz 2 3 c
MRS.
MARY
A.
ALLEN
to
return
for
further
conferences.
IDA
V.
BOYNTON
T U N A FIS H
.
.
.
operation in Rockland the past
and became a total loss. No passen
EAGLE
Funeral
services
will
be
conducted
The choice of a satisfactory build- j
decade.
gers were lost and no blame was a t
RED BREAST— F A N C Y
Funeral services for Ida V.. widow Wednesday at 2 p. m. for Mrs. M.-fy
ingi remains the stumbling block. |
CONDENSED
M IL K
TALL
tached to Capt. Otis Ingraham of
The end of the 98 day shipping The attention of the committee has this city, master, who was below and of Warren C. Boynton, who died Fri Adelaide Allen. 93. widow of Charles
can
SALM ON
.
.
.
strike on the West Coast has had its been switched from a Northend ;off watch, when the crash occurred. day at her home on Valley View Allen, who died Sunday at her
CAN
C
L A C H O Y — C O M B IN A T IO N
street, were held yesterday at Bur home on Tillson avenue.
Omit
reparcussions here as may be noted structure to one In the Park street
(
H
O
P
SUEY
and
N
O
O
D
L
E
S
°
>
a“ n 2 7 ,
pee's
Funeral
parlors.
Rev.
Charles
flowers.
She
was
a
native
of
area.
in the several items of sailoring men
E. Brooks officiated. Relatives who this city and was a member ot
BORN
recalled to their ships.
CLICQUOT CLUB
F R A N C O -A M E R IC A N
Funeral services for the late Wil DAVIS—At Tenants Harbor. Jan 28. to I survive her are five sons, J. E. Boyn Golden Rod Chapter, Order of the
.
3 CANS 2 7 c
Mr and Mrs James Davis, a son, ton of Hartford. Benjamin Boynton.
Eastern Star, and Edwin Libby ReThe many local admirers of Com liam Case White were held Sunday
SPAG HETTI
.
weight 11 pounds.
G IN G E R A L E
Earl Boynton. Charles Boynton and j lief Corps and attended the Univermander Donald B. McMillan were afternoon from his Main street apart
PETER
P
A
N
—
F
A
N
C
Y
Andrew
Boynton,
all
of
Rockland;
MARRIED
salist Church. Surviving are two
2
pts 1 9 c
2
qts 2 9 c
highly pleased with the special hon ment with Rev. Corwin H. Olds of the
.
2 c AA Lr i s 2 5 c
ors accorded him in copyrighted arti Congregational Church officiating. CROCKETT-SMITH—At Camden. Feb 8. four daughters, Mrs. Charles Wright daughters, Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson,
P
IN
K
S
A
L
M
O
N
Fred Crockett of Camden and Miss of Auburn. Miss Myrtle Boynton and
(Contents)
The bearers were Charles M. Richard
with whom she made her home, and
cles in several Sunday papers.
Beulah Smith of Lincoln.
S
Miss
Grace
Boynton,
both
of
Rock
son, Judge IE. W. Pike. Earle C. Mc
Mrs. Ada Greenough of Hyannis,
D IE D
land. and Mrs. George Nobis. Jr., of Mass., and a half-brother. Edwin
A familiar and welcome smile not Intosh. Capt. John A. Stevens, Gil
Thomaston. Feb 8. Margaret Winthrop; and several grandchildren
ed around Main street Saturday was ford B Butler and Cleveland Sleeper. MERRY—At
1Clark of this city.
A., widow of Herman I Merry, aged
77 years. 11 months. 10 days. FunerBl
that of George Gow. the directory Interment was in Achorn Cemetery.
Thursday at 2 o'clock at home of a
Q U A K E R O A T S quick o, slow
man, who is now turning his blan The private services were attended by
.
.
.
PKG
C
daughter. Mrs. Charles Knights. Wads
worth St.
dishments on Bangor's helpless busi relatives and close friends.
JUICE
O
F
10
O
R
A
N
G
E
S
4
f
t
,
HOWE—At Camden. Feb. 5. Evle E.
ness men.
IN E A C H C A N
17C
O R A N G E J U IC E . . . .
widow of Clarence H Howe, aged 78
The patriotic questions issued for
years. 5 months. 10 days. Burial In
M ountain cemetery.
Remodelling operations for Strand the next meeting of Edwin Libby Re
.
.
3 c4
a Ss
z 2 3 c
C A M P B E L L ’S T O M A T O JU IC E
ROWE—At Camden. Feb. 7. Leo Elvln
theatre are not far distant. Not only lief Corps are: Who owns the Mt.
Rowe, aged 27 years. 4 months. 23 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from
will the main theatre and stage be Vernon estate, the former home of Good's
N A T IO N -W ID E
funeral home.
What was SIMMONS—<At Thomaston. Feb. 8 Capt.
thoroughly modernized but a new George Washihgton?
2
M A C A R O N I or S P A G H E T T I
8pk°gZs
Walter C. Simmons of Boothbay. aged
and larger lobby with up to the Washington's commission In the
59 years.
Army? W hat two United States TURNER—At Somerville. Feb. 4. Fred A.
minute rest rooms are forecast.
2
CANS 1 9 c
N A T I O N - W I D E S A R D IN E S .
Turner, aged 74 years
presidents were the tallest and what
Postoffice patrons who take pride v. ere their salaries? W hat American ALLEN—At Rockland. Feb 7. Mrs. Mary
Adelaide Allen, aged 92 years. 11
in our handsome Federal building naval officer said, “Our country in
months. 7 days Funeral Wednesday
1936 Ford Tudor
a t 2 o'clock from the residence. 91
have viewed with dismay its nightly her intercourse with foreign nations
TRUNK
(si
Tillson Ave Kindly omit flowers.
bleakness, sans lights, in the interest may she always be in the right, but MANNING—At Rockland. Feb 8. Nellie
iu n 's K i'n e
SPLENDID
1936 Plymouth Sedan
Manning of Camden. Funeral Thurs
of economy. Also their stumbling our country right or wrong.” What
16 O Z
EXTRA
day at 2 o'clock from residence. 55
TRUNK
PKGS 1 7 c
RICE
FANCY
progress over those dim and at this Revolutionary patriot said. “I regret
R
I
P
P
L
E
D
,
^
Pearl street. Camden
Interm ent In
PKGS.
H I-O C T A N E
G A S O L IN E
Mountain
St.,
cemetery.
1935
Oldsmobile
Sedan
season, frequently slippery granite that I have but one life to give for
THREE C R O W
BEGGS—At Rockland. Feb. 7. Jam es E
W H E A T HOT CEREM.- HOT PORRIDGE
TRUNK
PLEASE SEE PAGES 2 AND 7
steps has not been a thing of joy. my country." When born and where
Beggs of Vinalhaven. aged 80 years
4O Z 9 c
25
days.
Funeral
Wednesday
a
t
2
( R E A M T A R TA R
F
A
M
IL
Y
T
R
IP
L
E
W
A
X
W
P
A
P
P
f
O
Consequently Postmaster Moran's re is the statue erected to his memory?
PKG
1935 Chevrolet Coupe
C R IS P A N O F R E S H
4. PKGS.
o'clock from Russell Funeral Home
lenting. as least as far as the west
Interm ent In Sea View cemetery. Burial
1935 Ford Sedan
In Vinalhaven In spring.
ern steps are concerned, is appre
NOW I DRINK
TRUNK
LIBBY—At
Rockland,
Feb.
6.
Edgar
FIRST AID
ciated. However the saved pennies
Libby, aged 53 years. 6 months. 28 days.
1934 Oldsmobile Sedan
Interm ent In Scavlew cemetery.
TO KILL A COLD
on the remaining two darkened en
M ALL
TRUNK
2 2 c
BURNS—At Rockland. Feb. 7. Carlotta
Alcoholic Acidity Goes
PKGS
L U X ................................................
trances would be small compared to
A., wife of John W. Burns, aged 59
in Jiffy with B cll-an *
1934 Ford Coach
years. 9 months. 2 days. Private funeral
tne expense and suffering entailed
Wednesday at 2:30 o'clock from resi
2
« glsl 1 9 c
1933 Plym outh Sedan
R I N S O ........................................ 2 « « 3 9 c
with a broken leg or collar bone.
dence. 15 North Main St.

MEN WANTED
for

R E F R IG E R A T IO N and

A IR C O N D I T I O N I N G

GREGORY’S

NATIO N-W IDE
STORE

4i yf tc,

21

21

You can’t be BEAT on hills

RELIABLE

1 9c

when you switch to richer

RICHFIELD

I9

29/

R P O TA TO C H IP !

CCCKTAILS

Eilse Allen Corner School of the
Dance, open for spring term registra
tion. Studio 22 Brewster St., Rock
land. Maine. Tel. 670.
16-17-20&22

Am bulance Service

M TA R TY S
COLD CAPS

The Flu killed more people than
the World W ar!
First Aid when you are threatened
with a cold breaks it up quickly.
When head gets stuffy, eyes in 
flamed and you feel grippy. MC
C A R T Y ’S CO LD CAPS do the
trick. They open the bowels, kill
the rold germs and tone up the
system. No opiates. Nothing harm 
ful. Be prepared. Buy a box—

McINNIS—At Rockland. Feb. 6. K ath
arine L, wife of Timothy E. McInnis,
aged 64 years. 9 months, 22 days. In 
term ent in St James cemetery. Thom
aston.
IN MEMORIAM
1934 Sidney W Humes 1937
To know him was to love him.
Lovingly remembered, sadly missed
Father. Mother and Sister

|

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all those who were
' so kind to us during our recent bereave
ment. esoeclally those who sent flowers |
Mrs. Frank Demmons. Charles and i

2

2

1932
1932
1931
1931
1930
1930

Oldsmobile Sedan
Pontiac Sedan
Ford Coupe
W illys Victoria
Chevrolet Coach
Oldsmobile Sedan

Choice of 50 Other Cars

LUX S O A P
IV O R Y

SALT

4

bars 2 5 c
FREE R U N N IN G

L IF E B U O Y S O A P
■

4

2

19c

BARS 2 5 c

pkgbs 1

7c

Fvery-Otber-Day
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and medicine to people marooned on ¥
the third floors of certain districts. I
and
the boats have also been called
Marked Efforts of the Sal
as far as the villages of Northern
vation Army In the Flood Kentucky. Cincinnati is rationed
for light and water, there is a terrible
Districts
lack of water. Adjutant Harvey is
Telegraphic reports received by Lt. responsible for Army's needs and ob
Colonel Donald McMillan, command tains It from Hamilton. Ohio 18 miles
ing The Salvation Army forces in j away in barrels and tanks
New England, from the officers in the J
Flash
Wire from Evansville states:
flood stricken Ohio River Valley indi
“Salvation Army has been assigned
cate that all officers and all available
by the Adjutant-General all feeding
Salvationists are working day and in Evansville, gave meals to 11.000 the
night among the victims of the dis first day."
aster.
The following is a brief resume of j
RAIL ROMANCES
the Army's activities in the various
——
.
I
districts affected up to the present Threat To Nationalize Roads

W ARREN

WORKS OF MERCY

SWANJSjSLAND

A T PARK THEATRE W EDNESDAY

Miss Theo Tainter went Thursday
The Congregational Ladies' Circle
to
Penacook N. H.. where she h is
will serve its monthly supper Thursday In charge will be Miss Edna F. employment with Mrs. John Craw-i
Boggs. Mrs. Anna Starrett. Mrs. Alice | fnrd 'Gladys Mingo)
15
I
i
4
7
b
8
1
9
Mathews. Mrs. Ella Cunningham, and ! Mr. and Mrs. Seth Stockbridge.
,0
Miss Harriet Hahn
The business' Hester Fieethy and Laura Stinson
IX
II
meeting will be held at 4 preceeding recently spent an evening with Mr.
Tv
i4
lb
15
and Mrs. Irving Torrey in Atlanticthe 6 o'clock supper.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Frank
Bridges
went
j
Dana Smith Sr., has rejoined his
zo
19
n
lb
ship. The Golden Mountain, at Balti Thursday to Bangor.
more and expects to leave for the
13
The Capt Roscoe Kent family is {
li
ii
•
Pacific coast this week
ill with measles.
i 1)
17
l
b
2b
15
29
E. A Starrett Camp SUV Auxiliary
The Harbor View Rebekah Lodge ;
z
meets Wednesday. The dinner com gave a public card party Friday
55
1
51
51
mittee for the day includes. Mrs. night at Odd Fellows hall. High
Abbie Stickney and Mrs Edna Jones. honors went to Bernice Smith and
55
?4
Members not solicited are requested Charles Joyce; low prizes to Seth .
to take sweets.
59
1
MO
57
5b
Stockbridge and Ruth Moulden. In
Miss Villa Hayden of the State
charge of refreshments were Nora
i
Department of Education, who has
41 45
4b
47
44 45
tlme
Renews Old Time Stories
Withee. Rilla Jellison and Sylvia
been visiting the schools of the S t .,
C incinnati, Ohio
--------George. Cushing, and Friendship toc rl ge'
Ma
bl
. .
A recent statement by the TransBrigadier Fred Malpass reports that
District, was supper guest last night j Mrs Adelbert Bridges is ill with
all Salvation Army buddings have P o t i o n Conference to the effect
53
54
51
of Mr. and Mrs Frank D. Rowe.
measles at the home of Mrs. Edgar
been set up as dormitories for house j that it is up to the present Congress
Callers Sunday afternoon at the Smith in Portland,
bb
5b 57
59
and feeding refugees and at each | to decide whether the American rail
55
home of Mrs William Stickney, and
The Methodist Ladies' |Aid met ,
building has been established a medi- , roads are to remain under private
Mrs. Helen Hilton, were Mr. and Mrs. Thursday afternoon with Elizabeth j
bl
bl
cal center. The Army is supplying contro, Qr
forced directly Qr jn_
M ay Rob an. surrounded by Dean Jagger and Iren e Hervey, portrays the Ralph £tickney. Mrs Clara Lermond, Morse and presented a short enter- ]
more than 5.000 meals daily. 170 of
role of a lovable old lady who has the time of her young life playing Cupid
1
and Mrs Arthur Marsh, all of Rock- tainment following
the regular
b'i
..
, ..
...
- _. .
directly, into government ownership
the leading citizens of Cincinnati
'
H ______
_____________
and cop_in "Woman
in Distress." The story concerns the theft of a painting
land.
session.
Winnie
Newman
portrayed
form a committee, pressed into service and operation, should come as an and thp 8ubse<iuent efforts of the three principals to recover it.—adv.
Several from the Warren Granges "Mirandy Jones who came all the ,
1000 autos and collected 200 tons of j awakening shock to the American
V E R T IC A L (Cont.)
H O R IZ O N TA L (Cont.)
H O R IZ O N TA L
attended Knox Pomona Grange, held way from Toonerville to attend the
16-Abounds
51- A ship-channel
1-Ceremonies
clothing which was turned over to public. The railroads are among our
Saturday with Pioneer Grange. East circle." Rachel Joyce and Bernice
52- Department (abbr.) 19-Variant (abbr.)
5-Happen
the Army for distribution.
I greatest industries, and their develop25-Soldier’s dally
53- lnsert
Union. The various offices were Smith, as Widow Green and her I 10- Earth (Lat.)
Another wire from Cincinnati ment forms one of the epochal chapallowance (F r.)
54- Evening (Poet.)
filled with past Pomona officers, so overgrown daughter. Sue. gave a hu-1 11—Pits
’ 8-Reclaim
55- Depress
states "Lack of water a terrible haz- ters of American history
13-Mends
far as possible, with Obadiah Gard morous performance, with the daugh- j 15-Tease
28- Asunder
58-Cut
ard. Boats and truckloads of materi- i stories of their dramatic struggles
29- Compact
ner of Augusta, as master. The ter in constant charge as the widow
61-Meaning
17- Unit
als carrying aid to stranded refugees against almost insurmountable odds
31-Tavern
32-Water-holes
18- Not at any time
Pomona degree was worked on 11 was very deaf. Ruth Moulden. Bessie
on 24 hour service."
. to span the nation with steel lines of
33-Bustle
83-Clothe
20- Female deer
candidates. The first and second de Joyce and Josie Conary were dressed
36- Slow (M usic)
64-Composition
21- A m ilitary title
commerce, across mountains and des
Portsmouth. Ohio
grees will be worked on two candi in old time costumes with all the
37- Jumped
(abbr.)
erts. in the face of constant attacks
38- Numbers from 12
V E R T IC A L
22- Not freak
dates at Warren Grange, tonight.
Brigadier Gourlay reports that he
ifinery such as veils, watches, etc
by hostile Indians, thrill every red
to 20
23- Anger
has just returned from Portsmouth
Mrs. Viola Durgin spent Sunday Readings were given by Stella Hart
39- Hell
1- ls sorry
blooded American. Their history is
24- Speak
where he found conditions appalling.
with Mrs. Nora Russell.
and Ruth Moulden; piano solo, Nina
40- Anxiously
2 - Man's name
27- Raw metal
the very essence of true Americanism,
Captain Hillis. Corps Commanding
Miss Adelle Feyler, who sustained Sprague;
41- Apportioncd
28- To take away (L a w ) 3- Prefix. Thrice
duet, "Silver Threads
and the public should not allow their
43-Percolates
4 - Gains
Officer did splendid rescue work tak
a broken shoulder early in December Among the Gold." sung by Josie Con- | 30-Beer mug
future development to be halted by
45-Residence (abbr.,
32-Yawner
6 - Small job
ing 150 marooned people from homes
in a fall, was able to resume her work ary and Bessie Joyce A marriage
47-Rescues
7- Corner (abbr.)
34- Girl's name
. the deadening embrace of politics.
in boats sent down from Columbus I Progress, such as the railroads typify,
Friday in the finishing department ceremony was "solemnized" by Mrs.
49- Ascends
8 - German town on
35- Boy's name
59-Boils slowly
Danube river
Fresh Air Camp. Unfortunately the
of the Georges River Woolen Mills.
37-Wasted
Elizabeth
Morse
with
Annie
Lunt
i could only have been made by the
56- Royal Naval
9 - Containing more
39-Steed
Captain has collapsed and Brigadier
Mr and Mrs Walter Bucklin and Ruth Kent serving as bride and
Reserve (abbr.)
driving force of reasonably regulated
reeds
4 2 -In an oblique
Gourlay with a staff of Officers has
motored Sunday to Orono, accom groom.
57- Point of ccm pjst
10-Dogma
) position
private initiative. Speeding across
gone into Portsmouth to carry on
(abbr.)
panied by their sons. Richard and
12- Sleep noisily
44-Epoch
the continent in a m atter of hours
59-Vessel (abbr.)
13- Rascal
46-Torment
work of caring for sufferers. From
Fred, who were returning to the Uni
amid the streamlined comforts and
50- Note in Guido's
14- A bristle (Surg.)
TENANT S HARBOR
48- Portuguese coin
Columbus Brigadier Gourlay dis
versity of Maine after having spent
scale
15- Telegram (abbr.)
i safety of a modern air conditioned
49- Long grass sterna
patched 11 truckloads of garments.
a few days at their home here.
Stars To Be Installed
I train would still be an idle dream, if
food bedding, etc., to Portsmouth and ,
„
...
The engagement of Miss Gertrude
(Solution to previous puzzle)
...
i the welfare of the railroad industryThe installation of officers of
Salvationists doing a magnificent . . .
. .
A Mank to Willis A. Moody Jr., both
_ ( ’____ had depended upon the uncertain
Naomi Chapter. O E S will be held
UNION
piece of work in caring for those who
of this town was announced at a
whims of political management
Friday at 8 p m. The retiring ma
—
have lost their homes.
party in their honor. Saturday night
Methodist Brotherhood Organized
For many years the railroads have
Fred M acM urray looks out through the bars of the Texas Rangers lock at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Irving tron Elizabeth Imlach will be the
Covington. Ky.
borne staggering burdens of taxation
Forty-two men met in the Metho- !
installing officer, assisted by Harriet
up. in a scene tiom King V id o rs epic of the Lone S ta r State. "The Texas Gammon.
The announcement was
At the Army's General Hospital and regulation. The present Con- R arg trs." Outside is lovely Jean Parker, fem inine lead in the picture.
Wheeler.,
marshal;
Margaret
Reid
dist
vestry Friday night to partake)
made on valentine hearts favors in
which was opened by Commissioner Sress should lay aside proposals for Jack Oakie and a host tef name players appear in the cast list.—adv.
chaplain; and Harriet Rawley. or- of supper, to complete organization
a clever manner. Guests present were
Damon last week Major F. Turking- ! radical Rail legislation, and co-oper------------------------------------------------ Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Mank and 8anistof tlie Methodist Brotherhood and io
ton and staff are carrying on in the j a^e
tbe roads by passing equitcussed. What to look for in buying children. Harlow, Floyd, and Burleigh
The officers to be installed are.
O R FF'S CORNER M E E T IN G
listen to a stirring address by H ,i:.
face of nearly overwhelming odds. able regulatory laws that apply with------wash cotton materials and in buying , Mr. and Mrs. Willis A. Moody Sr.. Worthy matron
Evelyn Morris;
The building is crowded with sick j out lavor to all forms of transportaMiss Helen C Spaulding. State commercial patterns' is the topic t o ! Mr. and Mrs Chester Wallace. Miss worthy patron. Clayton Hunnewell. Robert E. Coney of Augusta.
and injured and the medical staff is tionT'ne speaker stressed the value of
Clothing Specialist, will attend the be given most attention. Current j Marion Wallace. Vernal Wallace associate matron. Mary Marriott; asworking day and night taking care 5
-----------------first Clothing and Textile Standards fashion trends in color, silhouette and Harry Holmberg. Miss Freda Moody, sociate patron. Charles Rose; secre right thinking men to a common,
of the suffering Adjutant Fred O'Neil
meeting in Orff's Comer. Feb. 18 at textiles will also be noted.
1and Miss Virginia Moody all of this tar>- Margaret Cant; treasurer, ity, the central place of character,
NORTH WARREN
of the Cincinnati Divisional Headthe community house. At this meetThere will be meetings in most , place. Miss Doris Mank of Waldo- Blanche Simmons; conductress Auntand the need that men should be
quarters has collapsed as he strove
Miss Ermina Williams spent Thurs ing the selection of materials and de- every community on this subject dur- boro, and Robert Mitchell of Union. Bragdon; associate conductress. Winwith pumps to stop the water from
awake to opportunities for helpful
signs
for
a
house
dress
will
be
d
is
-,
ing
March
and
April.
Games
were
played
and
cake,
cracknie
Milne;
chaplain.
Margaret
Retd;
day with Mabie Crawford
getting into the Hospital but he was
ness.
■
.1
ers.
cookies,
coffee
and
cocoa
served,
marshal.
Mabie
Rose;
organist.
HarTIMELY HELPS
Miss Mary Gracie visited recently
powerless against the rising flood
Miss Gertrude Mank is the daughter r;et Rawley; Adah. Margaret MarAt ’he business session the consti- j
waters. The Hospital is surrounded | at the home of Mrs' L D Qammon,
for the
of Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Mank. Her riott; Ruth. Madeline Baum: Esther, tution and by-laws, carefully pre- j
Mrs. Perley Brackett, son Albert
on three sides by water, the ground
HOMEMAKER
fiance is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Mabie Wilson; Martha. Jessie Harris; pared by the committee, were accept- I
floor is flooded. Major Turkington and Harvey Post are among the lc| Willis A. Moody Sr., of Warren, and Electa. Gwen Dowling: warder. Beusays they are using coal stoves in cal sufferers from the prevailing illed
The following officers were ' Simple sweets are best for children
By R F SERVICE
is a graduate of Fairfield High School lah Allen; sentinel, John Reid,
dormitories and cooking on oil stoves nesssay the home economics specialists
class of 1934. He is employed at the I The ceremony will be semi-public elected:
• ’ ’Music in the Morgan manner is i ’’’Radio Theatre s engagement Of
and ends her report by saying “Will | Mr Clukey of Rockland -was a
President. John C. Creighton; vice of the Extension Service of the Uni
Swift
Saw
Mill.
East
Warren.
and
refreshments
will
be
served,
foinow heard Tuesdays and Saturdays, ' Jack Benny and Mary Livingstone
carry on."
j business caller at the Mabie CrawWilliam B arrett went Sunday to lowed by a short program and a so- presidents. William Thomas. Bible 1verslty of Maine.
for Russ Morgan's orchestra is sup- for their first
. . . •
plying the music d r a m a t i c apCairo, III.
ford home recentl>’.
Boston where he will remain for a cial hour. Invited guests will present Class committee; Abner Griffin. Fel- j
for the N BC p e a r a n c e tolowship
committee;
Alex
Puller,'
A
list
of
children's
confections in
The Army has had placed at i t s ' Knox Pomona Grange has post
few weeks.
cards at the door.
show on Tues- gether may be
disposal at Cape Girardea, a large poned its meeting on acount of the
Miss Charlotte White who had been
All members not solicited will fur finance committee; Albert Goss, so- eludes those that contain some sugar
day which fe a -1the forerunner
cial committee; secretary. Alvab and fat but also ingredients to add
tures C h a r 1e s of other radio
four-story building which has been epidemic.
substituting at the local telephone r.ish sandwiches or cake,
Ames; treasurer. John Williams.
other food values and to relieve the
Martin's "Thrill p e r s o n a liti e s
exchange, has returned to China.
____________
set up as a hospital for refugees and ’
Of The Week" | coming to the
Thirty-eight men signed the con- richness. On this list go the fruit
Mr and Mrs. William Partridge and
is taking care of 1000 persons.
EAGLE
and on Satur-1 week's most popOnly 7 percent of Maine farms are stitution as charter members The candies, particularly those made of
days o n C B S u l a r dramatic
daughter Gail, who have been ill operated by tenants, a lower percent
Twenty-five truck loads of food,
Bible class under the leadership of dried fruit, as well as popcorn, molasw h e n Martin I program. Eddie
with the flu. are improved.
clothes, bedding, supplies sent from
Wilbert C. Gove was recent guest
age than that of any state outside George Mansfield has held five 1
puts on thrilling Cantor was due
and 8elatin cand>'- LolHPOP8 a" d
Chicago into Southern Indiana.
c a s e s dealing for one of these
of Elmer Eaton in Sunset.
New England. For the Uhited States
other
hard candies are preferred to
sessions at the Church School hour,
with c Ir cu m - “legit” shows a
Two Automobile Accidents
Warren, Ohio
as a whole. 42 percent of the farms
Mrs. Earl S. Brown is ill with
attracting the attendance of 25 men ! the soft, rich kinds because children
KS »| S t a n t i a 1 evi-1 few months ago.
A short stretch of road on Route 1 are operated by tenants.
Adjt. Lord reports: “Feeding 250 grippe.
dence. Morgan but movie work
and an average attendance of 15
' U5Ual'y eat
more slowly
___
started life as a forced a canceljust beyond the Life Saver Tea Room
daily. Cooperates with police and fire
The Sewing Circle met this week at
The
supper
was
put
on
by
an
in
&»••»»*»«»<<»•«»«**' s c r an ton, Pa..lation.
Jack Benny
Many of the dried fruit candies are
provided hazard this season during
Dept. in taking people from homes in the home of Mrs. Clifford Quinn
Approximately 42.000 bushels of terested group, headed by Mrs Ielia so simple that even young children
Russ Morgan
miner.
; . . . Edgar Bergen Rudy Vallee’s
icy conditions.
boats
1where a pleasant afternoon was
sweetpotatoes were converted into Mansfield. Mrs. Ethel Creighton, and can make them. These have the
• • • »
J
•••Just before Lucille Manners be-| ventriloquist find, likes to try out his
Two cars came to grief near there,
passed.
sweetpotato starch last year. The Mrs. Lela Haskell.
gan her regular series in which she comedy material on night club audladvantage of not being too sweet and
A further report from Cincinnati
Friday the one a Federal car skidding
is starred Friday nights on NBC, she ( ences before he uses it for radio. He
starch is said to be satisfactory for
Young men from the High School ot containing valuable minerals.
states. “Army distributing daily 50,000 Mlss Marlon Howard and Miss
_____
___
___
_
on
the
ice
left
the
road,
mowed
down
went up to Providence, R. I., to sing t says it aids him in "timing" his lines,
, , .
,
j
. ,
starch used in sizing paper, yarn, and who assisted in serving the tables
n _i.i__—___
sandwiches from trucks at the water M-vrtle Greenlaw are visiting Mr and
a telephone pole and several Trees
„
™
especially iron. Parisian sweets are
a concert for the benefit of a |
-------ji
—....
-m----------------------1_
were
Willard
Howard,
Leon
Esancy.
'
as
an
adhesive.
The
remaining
pulp
front which are supplied by Lockland. I1*1,8- Edwin Howard.
hospital.
•••That hill- ,
some of the easiest to make. Use
before finally stopping with the front
Ibilly comedienne |
is a good livestock feed.
Roger Fanis and William Rich.
Ohio Kiwanis Club. 12 boats are in , Clifford Quinn made a business
equal quantities of dried figs and
end ruined.
•••Tops for popular vocalists Is w ho is heard
dried apricots or seedless raisins. Run
constant use taking food and clothing trip to Camden recently.
the Sunday night Ripley-Nelson w i t h S h e n
That night a sedan driven by
broadcast w ith [ F i e l d s ' “Ripthem through a food chopper to
Augustus Levy of Waterville, left
two in the per- j p l i n g Rhythm
gether and then form them in balls or
the road just beyond and turned
sons of Harriet R e v u e ” a n d
cubes and roll in powdered sugar. A
turtle in the ditch. Passengers in the
H i l l i a r d and Frank P a r k e r
Shirley L I o y d. , Sunday nights
little sirup added to the mixture will
car were Miss Pearl Levy and Mrs.
E a c h h a s ai over NBC, is an
help to hold it together. Store these
Charles
Grace,
also
of
Waterville.
different s t y l e : authentic backsweets in a tin box or tight ja r to
Mrs. Annie Freeman of Portland, and
o f presentation j woods lassie. She
prevent drying out.
and each is a [ jj Judy Canova,
Samuel Levy of Augusta, the latter
standout in her j and in addition
receiving a cut on the head.
style. Harriet is to being a comic,
That particular half mile stretch
Popcorn balls and sugared popcorn
The mere fcnowledqe lhal al the Columbus, you are indeed al Ihe
currently await- she has one of
of
road
seems
to
be
jinxed,
as
acci
are
also good choices for the children.
ing
a
call
for
the
|
the
most
unusual
social and geographical cenler ui Ihinqs lends a sense of well-being
movies and will j voiccs jn rad io Juda Canova
Popcorn is a good cereal in itself, and
dents happen there at all times of the
dial enhances your entire slay. Bui Columbus charm is runted deep in
then h a v e t o j because she can
year, and more often than at any
i it helps to relieve the sweetness of the
withdraw from ! do 50 many difficult vocal tricks
practical foundations in quiet luxury ol appointments. in proficiency
other place on Route 1 in this town.
candy mixture. Because molasses
the p r o g r a m with it.
in providing Ihe creature cnmforls. id superior service. Two entire
Harriet Hilliard temporarily.
and sorgo sirup contain iron and
flours of public rooms, individual decuraliuns. baths with both tub and
•••Matt Crowley is playing one of
other minerals, molasses taffy, al
••‘Phillips Lord's “Gang Buster” the leading male roles in "Myrt and
shower, complete sofl-waler plant, steam heat, unique seventeenth
ways a favorite for winter candy
programs is the inspiration of young Marge,” a favorite program with
radio actors, because three out of daytime listeners.
:i
floor dining mum-added Io centralized convenience In every
HOME-AG.-FAX
pulls, has the approval of nutrition
five want to get on the show at least
business and recreational activity—these are foremost among Ihe
ists. A molasses mixture can be
once.
•••That prize post, the regular
many factors lhal cuntribule to complete vacation enjoyment in
used in making popcorn balls,
•••Radio has many famous firms ' conductor's job on the Saturday
On January 22. payments averag
Miamis Finest Hotel
• • • •
and yet one of Night Party, has gone to Robert
ing $45.97 had been made to 6.367
AJuaiue RaenaluMt are aJwtubk, W n te or W tre la k y |
the m o s t fa- [ Nolan, whose last radio assignment
A handsome and delicious jellied
farmers who participated in the 1936
tn o u s is th e was with Frank
candy, made with fruit juice and
igricultural conservation program in
te a m o f Ed Fay. Dolan is
gelatin, is Turkish paste. It is a
Wynn and Gra only 27, but he's
Maine.
combination of gelatin, sugar, water,
ham McNamee r a t e d high in
• • • •
and lemon juice, flavored with mint
McNamee, a ra m u s ic ia n sh ip
M IAM I
More farms were purchased from
dio veteran, has around the raand tinted a delicate shade of green.
t r a v e l e d the
studios. Inci
the federal land banks in 1936 than
g a m u t f ro m dentally t h i s
ever before in the history of that
r e g u l a r a n  program goes in
rgency.
nouncer to sports for youth. Only
• • • •
expert, and now regular stars be
to a point where sides Dolan are
More than a thousand mothers
he now rates as Donald Dickson,
were given advice on nutritional prob
radio's greatest ' baritone, a n d
LA K E W O R T H , F L O R ID A
lems, and 1026 children were ex“straight man"— Lucia Graeser.
I n the Palm Beach Area. Six miles south of Palm Beach.
rmined at clinics sponsored by the
Graham McNamee the fellow who soprano, b o t h
feeds the star very young. They
Extension Service last year.
Everything Florida Has—W e Have. Hotel directly faces Lake
Robert
Dolan
appear
e
v
e
r
y
comic and helps him time his laughs.
• • • •
W o rth . Only one-half mile from one of the finest beaches on
week with vet
The rise of prices received by farmth e A tlantic Coast. Picturesque and interesting G olf Course
••’Joe Cook spends a couple of eran names from the stage, screen
100 yards away. Horseback Riding—Tennis. One and onehours listening to auditions every and concert world.
•rs during the past two months raised
afternoon. To get the right kind of
q uarter hours from Hialeah Race Track, M iam i.
□rices received to a level above prices
•••Phil Baker's program can now
acts for his Saturday night program,
The Morning AfterTaking
□aid, th at is, above pre-war parity,
L. R. HAWKINS, General Manager
Joe and his production staff have to be called the “Four-B" show of ra
156-tf
for the first time since November
hear about thirty for every act they dio, with Baker, Beetle. Bottle and
C arters Little Liver Pills
Bradley all featured on the program.
1925.
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ROCKPORT

'MORE, BETTER CORN
Home Gardeners Can Get
Interesting Pointers On
Product

Mrs. Ida Ingraham is guest at the
home of Capt. and Mrs. Ernest M.
Torrey.
Mrs. Lucy Knight of Lincolnville
spent Sunday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs O. P Jackson.
Dr. Lee Ellis is confined to his ,
home on Richards Hill by illness
Officers of Harbor Light Chapter j
O.E.S. are requested to meet at Ma
sonic hall Thursday at 7 o'clock for
rehearsal and Sunday at 2 all past
matrons and past patrons will meet
hall for practice in preparation for the annual birthday party
and past officers’ night Feb. 1C.
Miss Elsie Lane of the High School |
faculty is absent from her duties
this week suffering from the pre-

Mature corn growing on roots that
had never touched soil was produced
last year by scientists of the Bureau
of Plant Industry. T he roots ob
tained the needed p lant food from
tanks containing n u trie n t solutions.
This made it easy to change the
nutrient solution a t any stage of
growth, something impossible with
soil cultures.
T his was not done as an effort a£
practical corn production, but to enable scientists to observe the effect
on the corn of certain elements in
various quantities or of the lack of
them . Knowledge of the effects w llll'ailinK epl emic
add to information on corn culture, j Postmaster Hildred Rider returned ,
especially where commercial fertiliz- 1to 'ier duties Monday after a week s
ers are used
absence due to illness.
The test showed th a t the propor- ! Harold Robbins was at home from
tions of fertilizer salts which may be Kittery over the weekend,
used successfully vary widely. Too, it j T he public supper to have been
was found that th e r e 'a r e certain1served Wednesday by the Johnson'
elements which m ust be present it) society has been indefinitely post- ,
small quantities for good growth, but poned on account of the prevailing j
too much of these sam e elements may epidemic.
be toxic or poisonous.
Mrs H. C. Copeland returned Mon- 1
Of the minor elements, iron was day to Rockland after passing a week
the most important and the hardest a l
home Qf Mr and
Char,e . |
to control in water culture. If the
S. Gardner.
solution was a little too alkaline the
Tlie death of Lucius Henry Love
iron would precipitate as iron hydrox
joy
occurred at the home of his
ide. If the solution was acid it
would precipitate as iron phosphate. daughter, Mrs. Edwina Matthews,
Manganese and boron were 'other Wilkesbarre. Pa at the advanced age
necessary elements needed in minute of 92 -vears The remains were laken
quantities. These were easy to apply, Saturday to Rockland where com
as they lemained in solution.
mlttal servlces were held Mr L0' 6’
Orowing plants in water cultures is J°y was a former resident of this
not new. although m any previous ex- ! t0*'n ’ and was Collector of Customs
periments have been carried out on a 'iere f°r several years. He was besmall scale. Large galvanized tanks, loved and respected by all who knew
holding 70 gallons of water, were used , him.
in the corn-growing test. The zinc I A pleasing musical program will be
coating of the galvanized tanks was talk to be given by Miss Anna E.
covered with asphaltum so that the presented in connection with the '
w ater would not dissolve some of the Coughlin at the open meeting of the i
zinc. Tlie plants were supported by Garden Club Wednesday at 8 o'clock, i
hardware cloth, three meshes to the I at the home of Mr. and Mrs. H Hets- !
inch, fitted to a wood frame ju s t' tad. Amesbury Hill. Members may j
above the water line. This allowed 1invite guests.
th e roots to grow down into the
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard C Ingranutrient solution, plants grown i n ! iiam , son M aynard and daughter
this manner were norm al in all re- I Nancy visited Miss Arline Ingraham
spects, although th e yield was less at Fairfield Sunday.
th an from com grown under field
The Methodist Men's Brotherhood
conditions.
will meet tonight a t the home of
Capt. Ernest M. Torrey.
The open meeting of the Twentieth
APPLES IN MAINE
Century Club held Friday afternoon
Adds To N a tio n ’s Quota ' at the home of Miss Marion Weirt-

Which
Largest

Is

the

Page Five

World’s man was we" attended and Kreat'y

enjoyed. An interesting program
was presented with these numbers:
Piano solo, Mrs. Nellie Magur.e;
The United S tates is the largest
producer and exporter of apples in piano solo. Max Andrews; piano duet,
th e world according to the Bureau of Max Andrews and Miss Mattie Rus
Agricultural Economics. On an aver sell; reading. Mrs. Nellie Morton;
age during the 5 years 1931-35. ap two humorous poems. Mrs Amy Mil
proximately 31 percent of the world ler. A social hour with refreshments
apple production of 500 million followed.
Granville Carleton, a student at
bushels was produced in the United
the Massachusetts Institute of TechStates.
Of the average of 155 million nol°8>'' sPent the weekend with his
bushels of apples produced in that I mother. Mrs. E. P Putnam. Gran5-year period in th e United States, 'Tile is on the d ean s list for this
the Bureau reports approximately 84 term.
million bushels (54 percent) w’ere
The Farm Bureau will hold an allconsumed as fresh tru it, about 6 mil- daY session Feb. 16 at the home of
lion bushels (4 percent) were canned, Mrs. Arthur K. Walker Mrs. Minnie
roughly 3 million bushels (2 percent) Paul and Mrs. Nina Carroll will serve
were used for m aking brandy, about as dinner committee, and Mrs. Lizzie
7 million bushels (4.5 percent) were , Smith of Rockland will be in charge
dried and evaporated, and about 55 I of program.
million bushels (35.5 percent' were
Elmer E. Matthews returned to
used for other apple products (in Wilkesbarre. Pa.. Monday after
cluding vinegar and cider), used on spending the weekend at the home of
are farm, fed to stock, or left un Mrs. H. A. Morrill. Mr. Matthews
accompanied to Rockland the reharvested.
There are a total of roughly 450 j mains of his father-in-law. L. H.
million apple trees in the world, one- j Lovejoy, who died at his home,
fourth of which are in the United
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard, principal.
States.
•»
| resumed her duties at the Ballard
The trend of apple production in Business School Monday following
this country has been downward for a week's illness.
several years, but world production |
------------------outside the United States is on a
SPRUCE HEAD
slightly upward trend, particularly [
_____
production of apples for dessert pur
Alton Cheney and son Royal of
poses.

World trade in apples in the last
few years amounted roughly to 33
million bushels, of which the United
States supplied approximately onethird. The next m ost important ex
porter is Canada, supplying about
one-fifth of the total exports.

GLEN COVE
Capt. Ross Eaton is home front
New York for th e month of Febru
ary. He reports th a t Capt. David
Bums, mate on an outside tug boat,
is enjoying improved health.
Penobscot View G range held forth
to good advantage Thursday. The
women assembled in the afternoon
with sewing machines and made new
curtains while the men washed and
cleaned tlie rooms. Their labors were
rewarded with a picnic supper, after
which a meeting.' lecturer’s program
and bingo rounded out the evening
Visitors were present from Camden
and East Union. The session next
Thursday will begin in the forenoon
and dinner will be served at the hall.
Pomona Grange m eets here Saturday.
Mrs. Frank B. Fuller sftid infant
daughter, Joyce, are home from Knox
Hospital. Mrs. Ethel Whalen of
Owl's Head is with Mrs. Fuller for a
time.
Mr. and Mrs. Jam es Sullivan, Ca.l
Freeman and son Richard are recov
ering from illness.

G reat Duck Island Station. Manset
are guests of Mrs. Carleton Ander
son.
Word came Friday from the flood
area that Philip York. C last Guards
man from Nantucket who is serious
ly ill with double pneumonia in
Wickliffe. Ken., was resting comfort
ably and seemed somewhat improved.
Miss Caroline Robinson is ill at the
home of her niece, Mrs. Callie Mor
rill.
School began Monday after an en
forced vacation due to several pupils
being ill. Miss Elizabeth Winchenpaw, teacher, has also been ill for
ten days at her home in Friendship.
John Kelley of the Coast Guard
telephone crew was in town Saturday
to remove his furniture which has
been stored here. The Kelleys will
make their future home in Chatham.
Mass.
IS

YOUR

L IG H T

S H IN IN G ?

(For The Courier-Gazette)
How are you living, as days pass by?
Are you giving of your best?
Do you greet your neighbor with a
smile—
With kindly nature stressed?
This Is the only way to live—
By rule of a heavenly plan.
To labor and strive for perfection
And love your brother man.
God expects us to make mistakes,
We all have a cross to bear;
But If work is performed with cheerful
mien
The Master will m inister care.
Chaney H. Ripley
Matlnlcu*

•'P A T ” PATTON: O il-w e ll fire-figh ter.
" I s m o k e C am els. T h e y d o n ’t g e t o n
m y n e r v e s . M y d ig e s t io n ? I t ’s O . K . !”
CLYDE FREEMAN: SteelN e r v e d A u to T est D r iv e r .
" Y o u b e t I s m o k e C am e ls . C a m els h e lp m y d i 

W HAT

g e s t i o n — and th e y n e v e r
g e t o n m y n e r v es!”

S teady S mokers

w

HAVE

LEARNED ABOUT

r

Ca m e l s
C opyrtffht. 19S7, R .

J. Reynold* Tobacco C o m p an *.

W in » to n $ a te m . N o rth Carolina

W IL K IN S:

M ISS DOROTHY KILGALLEN:

A g a i n e x p lo r i n g th e A r c tic

G ir l R ep o rter c irc le d the globe

wastes. "A C a m e l o ft e n has
g iv e n m e th e ' l i f t ’ I n e e d e d .
C a m els arc m y s ta n d -b y .T h e y

in 2 4 ' i d ays, " i t ’s m a rv elo u s
th e w a y I c a n s m o k e C am els
all 1 c h o o s e . I II b e t o n Cam 

ad d g u s t o t o m y m eals."

e ls an y t im e ! ”

SIR
TONY M ANERO: N a 
tio n a l Open G o lf C h a m 
p io n . ' I h ave a g r a n d
f e e lin g o f b e in g a t e a s e
w hen

I e n jo y C a m e ls

HUBERT

a lo n g w ith m y m e a ls .”

X I

fj’i

LEE GEHLBACH: A m e r ic a ’s N o. 1 T est
P « ’e /. "C am els d o n ’t fr a z zle m y n erv es.

M R S . RUFUS PAINE SPALDING 111,
o f P a sa d e n a , y a c h tin g enthu siast. ” 1

I t ’s g r e a t to sm o k e m y C a m e l an d

s m o k e as m an y C a m e ls as I p le a s e .

g e t th a t c h eery ' l i f t ’”

I fin d it's a h ap p y w a y to e a se str a in .”

Cam els are
m ade from finer,

v

m

M ore E xp en sive T ob accos
...T u r k is h and D o m e s tic ..
than any oth er
popular brand.
“ - “ a*
,N

LOU MEYER: W o n I n 
d ia n a p o lis A u to C lassic
three times. " In th is r a c 

M R S . CHARLES SIC K L ES: B usy N e w

W IL L IA M F E R G U S O N : Salesm an.

c ig a r e tte ,” h e s a y s ," s o I

Y o r k m atron ." ! s m o k e C a m e ls w h e n e v e r I fe e l lik e it — a n d th e y n e v e r

"I'm a lw a y s o n th e g o — and I s m o k e
a lo t . W h e n I'm a ll tu c k e r e d o u t

s m o k e C am els.”

g e t o n m y n erv es o r tir e m y taste.'"

C a m e ls g iv e m e a ’l i f t ’ in e n e r g y .”

in g g a m e I n e e d a m ild

SOMERVILLE

DUTCH NECK

I

WALDOBORO

Miss Jessie Keene passed the week
Beulah Tobey was a visitor Mon
Miss Elsie Stahl, who has employ
day at Leola Emery’s and also called ment at Waldoboro, was recent over end at home from Gorham
night guest of her parents, Mr. and
on Marion Brown.
Carroll T. Cooney of tins town and
New York has been passing a few
George Brann who is in Portland Mrs. Herbert Stahl.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wotton and days at his home here. Mrs Cooney
for surgical treatment is gaining
daughter
of South Waldoboro spent is in Florida.
rapidly.
Sunday at Thomas Creamer's.
Mrs I. P Bailey of Weld, who has
Herklas Brown was in Augusta
Mr. and Mrs Delbert Benner of
been visiting her daughter. Mrs.
Monday on business.
Waldoboro called Friday on Mr. and
Mrs. Marie Soper of Winslow and Mrs. Merton Benner and Mrs. Hattie Gladys Grant, is guest of relatives in
.Vermont.
Fred Turner of Augusta were here Merrill.
Mahlon Palmer ol Wayland. Mass.,
Wednesday, called by the illness and
Walter Cotton has employment in
has bought the house owned by Sid
death of their father Fred A. Turner. Auburn.
Waneta Feaslee of Augusta passed
Mrs. Annie Stahl, Miss Villa Stahl ney Packard
Roger Miller was at home from
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest and Ralph Stahl of Broad Cove were
visitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. K ent’s Hill for the weekend.
Peaslee.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Feyler of Gar
Mrs. Leola Emery and son Leon Herbert Stahl's.
diner
have been guests of Misses
have been ill with the prevailing epi • Mrs. Lillian Wallace has been
Addie Feyler and Celia Feyler.
spending
several
days
with
her
deniic.
The cooking school, sponsored by
mother, Mrs. Orrin Black of Waldo
Mrs. Fred Coombs was a visitor
the Woman's Club, has been post
boro who is in ailing health.
Thursday at the home of her mother
Mrs. Martha Prior of Medomak poned until Feb 18. The other two
Mrs. Susan Allard.
passed Sunday with her daughter, sessions will be held Feb. 25 and
Mrs. Lizzie Brann is gaining from ' Mrs. Astor Miller.
March 4.
effects of a bad fall a week ago
Merrill Head of Ellsworth and Mrs.
Owen Winslow called Sunday on Mr.
Mrs. Rose Colby, a patient at a and Mrs. Merton Benner.
Carolyn (Head) Milne of Buffalo,
hospital in Thomaston, is recovering
Arthur Stahl of Medomak is spend N. Y.. have been visitors for a few
G. P Marr and Arthur Dodge were ing a few days with his parents. Mr days at the homes of Mrs. E. B Hun
business visitors Wednesday at the and Mrs. H. L. Stahl.
newell and Miss Bessie Reed
E. B Robertson and Mr. and Mrs.
State House.
A great many in this locality have
Miss Phyllis Light is ill with been ill with the prevailing epidemic. Charles Robertson have returned
5from Boston. They were accompan
mumps.
School was closed last Tuesday.
Mrs. Susan Allard who sustained a
ied by Mrs Fred Merrill of Malden.
fall recently, is somewhat improved
Mass., who will pass a week with Mrs.
O RFF’S CORNER
She is being cared for by Miss Hattie
!Robertson.
The Baptist Missionary Society met
Wentworth. A telephone has been
Mrs. Lizzie Hoch. Mrs. Fannie Friday afternoon at the home of
installed at the Allard home. 28-13.
Weaver and Mrs. Amber Childs wer? Mrs. S H. Weston. Following the de
Mr and Mrs. Merle Day are ill.
entertained at dinner Tuesday at Jvotional exercises led by the presi
•
• • a
the home of Miss Cora Merry.
dent, Mrs. Helen Jones, a program
Fred A. Turner
Several women from this com was given. Mrs. Eva Sheaff. Miss
Fred A. Turner. 74 a lifelong resi munity attended the cooking school)
Edna Young. Mrs Rena Croweil and
dent of this place died Thursday at Thursday at the village.
Mrs. Maude Gay gave readings con
his home.
Mrs. Amber Childs is Red Cro«s i
He is survived by his wife, Mrs solicitor in this part of the town, in cerning missionary activities and also
commemorating the birthday of
Caro Turner; one son Fred L. Turner the interest of flood sufferers.
Abraham Lincoln.
Mrs. Gilbert
of Augusta; one daughter Mrs. Marie
Mrs. Marjorie Ralph. Miss Eve’yr.
Soper of Winslow, two grandchildren Ralph and iRoy Ralph spent Sunday Crowell sang with Mrs. Horace Tay
Patricia and Marelyn Turner of Au in Richmond at the home of Mr. ano lor at the piano. Announcement was
mhde of the next meeting to be held
gusta; also several nieces and Mrs. Byron Ludwig.
in April in the church vestry when
nephews.
There are many cases of four-day
the
mite boxes for Easter will be
The funeral was held Saturday flu in this community.
'opened
Refreshments were served
from the home.
School in this district is closed in
i by the hostess assisted by Mrs. H. P.
common with other schools in town,
(Mason. Twenty members were in
due to the prevailing illness.
W EST ROCKPORT
Iattendance
The Laym ans Gospel Team conThe Waldo Theatre presents "Come
There are several cases ol measles I ducted a service Friday night at the and Get It" tonight with a splendid
Community
House.
Due
to
the
epiin town and many absent iron: sc’noal
cast headed by Edwin Arnold Joel
because of them and the prevail'ng I demic the attendance was somewhat McCrea and Frances Farmer Bank
smaller than usual, nevertheless the
epicfiinic.
■meeting was one cf inspiration and Night features the popular Peter
Mrs. Leman Oxton entertained t ’n e I spiritual benefit to those present. B. Kyne story. "Without Orders" in
Tuesday Club recently.
Rockland, Union and North Waldo which Sally Eilers and Robert Arm
Mrs. Thurston Spear has been ill boro were represented. Cleveland strong score another hit. Thurs
with four-day fiu.
Walter of North Waldoboro was the day and Friday, Edmund Lowe and
Mrs. Howe of Camden who has ; speaker. Mrs. Walter sang, accom Constance Cummings appear in the
been at the home cf Mrs. Geneva panied by Miss Bertha Moody at the thrilling drama. "Seven Sinners."
This fine program concludes Satur
Collamore died Friday at the Colday night with the mystery film,
lamore home.
"The Case of the Black Cat” starring
Mrs. Leman Oxi on has been in
Ricardo Cortez and June Travis.
Rockville at the home of her sister
Coming in the near future the Waldo
Mts. LeRoy Hunter, who with her
promises "Fire Over England.' 'Men
children, has been iil.
Are Not Gods." "Tlie Garden of
The Ladies' Mission Circle will
Allah." "God's Country and the
meet Thursday with Mrs. Robert
Woman."
Heald.

C O S T L IE R T O B A C C O S

ISLE AU HAUT
Amy Cousins was home from Ston
ington over the weekend.
Dr. B. L. Noyes of Stonington was
called here Priday by the illness of
Jack Crowell.
The town books are closed and
town meeting will be held the first
Monday in March.
Roy Coombs of Rockland recentlyvisited relatives here.
Mrs. Bessie Gross returned Friday
to Stonington following a visit with
her sister-in-law. Mrs. Margaret Luf
kin.
Those who are ill include: Mrs.
Stanley Dodge. Patty Dodge. Mr. and
Mrs Jack Crowell and Mrs. William
Robinson—Mr. and Mrs. James Jellkins. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cousins and
Mr. and Mrs. Gooden G rant are out
again after having been confined to
the house with grippe.
Mrs. George Coombs has returned
home after a six weeks' stay in Bath.
Fred Cousins is harvesting ice at
Point Lookout Club. His helpers In
clude Herman Gross. Leon Lufkin,
Harold Turner. Bert Nevells, Maurice
and Irville Barter. James Dyer
George Coombs, Everett Robinson,
Steve Bridges and Noyes MacDonald
• • ? •
Elmer Lufkin

Elmer Lufkin died Jan. 20 after a
brief illness of pneumonia He was
born at Oceanvillc 5fi years ago. son
of Henry and Jennie 'Staples) Luf
kin, and spent his childhood there
After his marriage to Margaret
Willis of Bath, he made his home
here. He became overseer for the
Point Lookout Club, a position of re
sponsibility which ne capably held
for many years until his death. His
neighbors will remember him as an
unassuming man, with a friendly
pleasing makeup a hard working
citizen whose vocabulary contained
no such word as lazy. His death is
a great loss to all.
Besides his wife Margaret, he
leaves two sisters, Clara Eaton of
Rockland and Bessie Gross of Ston
ington; one half-brother Seth Luf
kin of Poland Spring: and several
nephews and nieces.
Funeral services were held at the
home of his sister in Stonington and
interment was in Bath.

A FARM ER

BOY

o f the best known
O NmEedical
men in the
I . S. was the late D r. R.
V . Pierce of Buffalo. N .
Y . w ho was born on a
fa rm in Pa.
D r Pierce’*
Favo rite Prescription has
fo i nearly 70 years been
helping women who have
headache and *backache as
sociated w ith functional
dish irl i r • . and older women who experi
ence he it
” * Ky increasing the appetite
this tom r !.r 'p ' in u p build the body B in of
your diu g g u t. New sise, t a b * , 50c, liquid $1

tacks of grippe are Thomas Sturdce,
Mrs. Carrie Hutchinson, Manford
Rev. and Mrs. H B Haskell have Conley and Mrs. Florence Wa’lace.
returned from Ellsworth.
Several pupils are out of school
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Welch wer? with chicken-pox.
recent guests of Mrs. Margaret Gray
Madeline Jordan is at the home of
at Deer Isle.
Mrs. Ralph Barter during the ab
John Knowlton is ill with grippe it, sence of her aunt, Mrs. Richard
his home at Tea Hill.
Howell.
Miss Glenice Noyes lias returned
Alvin Lord of Hermon is boarding at
from Florida.
the home of Mrs Annie Richards.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Howell were
Mrs. Linnie Billings and mother.
called away this week by the illness
Mrs. Ada Eaton, went Saturday to
of Mr. Howell's mother.
Harvey Candage is ill with aeut? visit Mrs. Bernice Billings in New
I London.
indigestion.

STONINGTON

Mrs. Annie Richardson and Mrs
Mina Miles recently visited Mrs. Wal
ter Small who is ill at her Sunset
home.
Dr. Lucy Abbott of Waltham. Ma s
has announced the marriage of her
daughter. Dr Shirley Abbott, to Rich
ard Lewis of Framingham. Mass Dr.
Lucy Abbott has a summer cottage
at West Stonington.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Perry and Mr.
Irving Barbour of Rockland were re
cent guests of Mrs. Nina Ccid.
Mrs. Bessie Gross, who has beer,
caring for her sister, Mrs. Sutie
Cousins, has returned to Sand Harbor.
Lyle Cleveland is having repairs
made cn his house.
Mrs. Susie Cousins has recovered
from recent illness.
Among those suffering from at

NOW — Test This
Fam ous C ough
M ixture— FREE
A Single Sip Proves
Its Flashlke A ction
Costa nothing to find out why BUCKLEY’S, the Alkaline Cough Mixture, gives
such quick lasting relief
Li BUCKLEY’S is
economical It Is 3 times as powerful and
■ffe< live an ordinary <ough syrups-BUCKLEY’S Is alkaline penetrates air
passages - soothes-heals—helps you In
stantly to g e t rid of germ-laden phlegm.
Put it to the test today Stop In at your
favorite drug store and find out tor yourelf why BUCKLEY’S MIXTURE outsells
all other Cough and Cold remedies in
cold wintry Canada—It not loo percent
satisfied get your money back.

A T T E N T IO N !
F. G. CONGDON, Common Carrier Service
Daily service to and from Belfast, Camden, Rock
land, Thomaston. Damariscotta, Bath. Brunswick,
Richmond, Bowdoinham, Gardiner, Hallowell, A u
gusta, Waterville, Fairfield, Portland, Bridgton, H ar
rison, Fryeburg, Cornish, Kezar Falls, Biddeford,
Sanford, Bar Mills, West Buxton, Gorham and all
intermediate points.
Tel.— Rockland 953-W ; Camden 703; Belfast 353
16-tf
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RATES:
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h

u

b
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proportional to the amount of clover
or timothy in the stand.
Advertisements In this colum n nov to
Detailed analysis of the soils, and
three lines Inserted once for 25
Extension Service Wants careful study of the past history of exceed
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi IS******************************************^
tional
lines
cents each for one time
Wider Use of Phosphate these fields is now underway. Work 10 cents forfivethree
times. Six words
make
a
line.
ing with the Maine Experiment Sta
Products
tion, the Extension Service expects
Practically all of the plant food [th a t this information will aid them
used in growing the feed used on in making more specific recommen- ♦
♦♦ ♦4
Maine farms is left on the farm in dations on how to reduce the grain
Only a few people realize that the i tempt to sell is futile. Though the
bill of Maine farmers.
|
YOUNG
couple
with
no
children
desire
changeable weather, characteristic of i snow has delayed the coming of
the manure, says Oscar L. Wyman,
; completely furnished modern small house
our New England climate, is helpful ’ sPri"S- “ has Performed a notable
'
or
apartm
ent,
with
private
bath.
Write
assistant crops specialist in the Uni
1 Apartment care Courier-Gazette.
15*17
Legal Notice
. task; to wit. when finally gone, the
versity of Maine Extension Service.
PATIENTS wanted at Rest Haven
to them, according to Phil E. Church.!
. . . . . .
,,
TESTED STOCK. R. I REDS. Barred
STATE OF MAINE
sun is so high and the season so well
Convalescent Home, 105 Limerick St.. Tel. Rocks and Hall-Cross strain clay-old
In Senate. Jan. 6. 1937.
Nitrogen losses through drainage can
weather expert, writing in the Peb- ' a(jvance(j that the chance of an17*19 tested pullets.
CARL NELSON. Tel.
ORDERED, the House concurring, that 1293, EVA AMES
14*25
DAY work wanted Laundry to do at 714-W. 310 Limerock 8t._
be prevented only by proper storing of no bill for private or special legislation
ruary issue of Yankee Magazine.
I other killing frost is materially rebe received by this legislature after four home or accommodating by experienced
BARRED Plymouth Rocks, hatching
"Weather changes." says Mr duced. Fruit trees can bud and biosI the manure, but losses through de o'clock in the afternoon on Thursday. Finnish woman. Phone 452-WK. 15*17 eggs and day old chicks. ALBION WOTFebruary 4 1937. except by unanimous j ~A— comDetent— ^ ? rkine—
17-tf
Church, “provided they are not too Som with safety. This condition is
composition can be avoided by adding tnxluced1"andfurther*n WhlCh U lS in’ wanted immediately, small adult family. TON, Friendship.
S.C.R.I. REDS, baby chicks lor sale,
severe, have been proved by many one of the main contributing factors
superphosphate. This also supplebred from high producing birds; every
T hat any bill for private or special. good
p o wages,
R,.v on,modern
rMfv equipm ent. Write
17-19 hen mated with E. B. Parmenter cock
laboratory experiments to be stimu- for New England being such a large
w y '___________________
' ments tile phosphorous content of legislation which shall be received in ! r ‘ **
erels;
State tested and pullorum clean.
either body of this legislature by unanl- . Experienced girl desires work, care of
lating to both body and mind. Best i producer of fruits."
manure, a plant food in which it is mous consent after four o’clock in the i children, housework. Also some clerking M M KINNEY. St. Georg Rd.. Thomas
brain wcrk is produced when the j Mr. Church believes that weather
afternoon on Thursday. February 4, experience. Box 406 Lincolnville Center. ton. Tel. T enant’s Harbor 56-14.
low.
14*19
1937. shall be referred to the Eighty- _________________________________17*19
temperature is near the 40 degree j conditions have played an important
Speaking of the relation between n in th Legislature if unanimous consent STEADY Income all winter. Every
mark.
Almost daily during the part in forming traits of character
wise use of manure and the agri for Its reception is not given in the home buys flowers, shrubs, roses. Take
other body in concurrence.
orders now for spring delivery. Free out
autumn, winter and spring, a part of distinctive of New Englanders. “New
cultural conservation program, Mr.
CLEMENTS REDS AND
fit. Cash paid weekly. Full or part
New England's tach 24 hours has England does not have rich soil and
STATE OF MAINE
time Job. HEATH NURSERIES. Man
Wyman says:
CROSSBREDS
In Senate. Jan. 6. 1937.
chester. Conn.
15*17
this temperature. But the human high summer temperatures to raise
"Mixing
superphosphate
with
ORDERED, the House concurring,
USED
hogsheads,
barrels,
kegs,
for
sale
mind, like the body, cannot work at bountiful crops. The stubborn soil
manure has always paid well. Now, th at no bill or resolve be received by this Olive casks 150 gallons. Salmon casks 100 Bred to lay—bound to pay. Sired by
legislature after four o’clock in the
pedigreed males. Grow fast, feather
a maximum for more than a short was made to respond only through
through the 1937 agricultural con afternoon on Thursday. February 11 gallons Mackerel and herring barrels well, lay heavily. Maine Pullorum
1937, except by unanimous consent In i JE?.
f
f
Clean. 39 years experience.
Sold
time without relaxation. Tempera monotonously hard work. Tired from
servation program, you may earn a thp
nnri —
desired. Already to forward. Also
under broad guarantee.
Get our
the hndv
body in
In whirh
which it
It is
is intrnduppH
Introduced, and
h ^ R In
Y the
A
A revelation of conditions that face for his job. his loyalty to his society payment for the practice, making it further,
tures above and below the optimum a day's work, speech to the "Yankee
Catalogue—th
at's
the
Maine
Idea.
15-40
ORDERED, that any bill or resolve THORNDIKE. Newport. R I.
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS, W interprovide this needed rest
. . .With !seemed futile. He had to bend every ' V°un8 physicians when conflict be- sweetheart and his rigid adherence even more profitable. Under the
which shall be received in either body
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for lone man.
port, Maine.
11-tf
rhythmic change every few days the j effort toward economy. It was neces- ' tween duty and love develops is in- to “medical ethics.”
conservation program, from 15 to 35 of this legislature by unanim ous consent lovely furnished house, electric lights,
after
four
o'clock
In
the
afternoon
on
tel.
piano,
banjo,
guitar,
piano
accor
mind is alternately relaxed and stimu- i sary to be frugal and thrifty to make J timately portrayed in “A Doctor's' His nurse, played by Miss Burgess. pounds of 20 percent superphosphate
Thursday. February 11. 1937. shall be dion. xylophone and radio for music. No
each ton of man. referred to the Eighty-ninth Legislature 1hard work, fine home for some lone
lated. New England has an enviable both ends meet. Hand in hand with ’ D iary.' a behind-the-scenes story of has no such ties and she speaks her may used with
unanim ous consent for Its reception healthy lady. BAY VIEW FARM, North
his frugability was his conservatism [ hospital life, with John Trent andmind only to find herself dismissed ■ure Payment for the practice varies If
climate from this standpoint."
Is not given in the other body in con-1 Haven. Me.
14*191
Even the slush season has its uses, He made the money he so scrupu- 1Helen Burgess in lead roles, which from the hospital with no chance of from 12 to 28 cents for each ton of 2 f rrh,n«e r . ^ t e.’S S ? e.n „ 8‘};.lL n0,t .nJ?f’n i STENOGRAPHER. business
^ h ^ i,
SHENANDOAH
, 2 '.
Joint standing I graduate, wants permanent or p art time
according to Mr. Church. "Spring is lously saved work hard for him. He ! >*gins on Wednesday at the Strand ever beit|g hired by any other m edical, manUre sotreated.
or Joint select committee in the regular: wnrv w rite p r os Pranbiin c , pttv
s t - ^ “y
Wood-burning brooder stoves; ample
organization because she criticized
“To obtain the best results, and to course of business, nor to such bills and Work Wrlte E R ' 25
discouragingly long in arriving i believed, and still believes in payine I Theatre.
resolves as are Intended only to faclll3 1 heat for coldest weather, cost less to
March and April seem to be just a | his Just taxes, keeping his children !
Doctors Diary is an arraign- the administration of one hospital qualify under the conservation pro tate the business of the Eighty-eighth
USED typewrltter in good condition
run and take less care than coal
wanted. Call 793-W. after 4 p. m . 5*tf
long peried of slush and rain . . . in school, his farm unmortgaged, and ment1 of
* ' w^at has been called out- When .1
things >become .too much for gram, you should use from three- Legislature. . ROYDEN V. BROWN.
brooders. Burn green wood. Used
COTTAGE with garage wanted to rent
Secretary of the Senate near salt water, with bath and electricity
and sold by CLEMENTS BROS.
Frequent raw. humid east winds blow. not buying things on borrowed monev j mo^e^ medical ethics and the un- Trent, he too. revolts, which results in fourths of a pound to a pound of
Ask
that chill one to the bone. When . . . His children carry on. Large is ! fortunate circumstances which often his losing his job. causes his sweet- j superphosphate each day for each _______ _________________ ___ 2»-T-17 for family of 5. in vicinity of Tenants FARMS, Winterport, Maine.
NOTICE
OF
FORECLOSURE
Harbor.
Owls
Head
or
Rockland,
somethem for further information and
this occurs in Boston, salesmen go the debt this country owes to the in 1force competent physicians to toady heart to break their engagement, and horse or cow.
WHEREAS. Charles Kelty of St Oeorge what detached from other houses, for
prices.
11-tf
"Ten to fifteen tons of manure County of Knox and State of Maine, bv summer. Call 793-W after 4 p m. 15*tf
home, for they know the buyers are fluence of the temperatures of New to wealthy patrons and society to the comes dangerously near to ruining
his mortgage deed dated March 23. 1934 —
— —
detriment not only of charity patients him professionally. The physicians reinforced with superphosphate and recorded in the Knox Registry of Deeds.
not in a receptive mood and any at- England."
but to all other patients in the hospi- whom he threatened to expose take properly handled is equal to 15 to Book No. 239. Page 72, conveyed to the
Home Owners’ Loan Corporation, a
tai. In this case a young physician, refuge in one of the oldest tenets in 25 tons as commonly applied. Eight corporation duly established under the
, duo. Invitation to the Dance, von
THOMASTON
laws of the United States of America,
played by Trent, sees corruption and the century-old code of ethics still to fifteen tons, plowed or harrowed having
its office and principal place of
------' Weber. Mrs. Faith Berry and Miss
- - - - - - —
;
business in Washington. District of
neglect
on
all
sides
but
is
forced
to
used
by
physicians—that
no
doctor
in.
have
given
the
best
results
Six
Fred
Jealous,
and
a
college
friend.
:
Alcada
L.
Hall;
THREE
large
rooms
with
bath
to
let.
k
*********** ** *
Columbia,
the
following
described
real
D aniel H eaiev i r nf River Fd™ w «
t> , u . mUJ * al readings. m aintain silence because of his fears must criticize another. —adv.
1to ten tons of manure has proved estate situated in St George, in said newly painted, on first floor $6 week.
Daniel Healey, Jr., of R ner Edge, N. Mrs. Beulah Ames with Mrs. Berry at
also
all
modern,
unfurnished
house,
two
USED
stoves bought and sold. Some
County of Knox and State of Maine:
satisfactory as a top dressing."
J., returned Sunday to Brunswick piano: O Dry Those Tears Riego,
lots of land, garage, corner Limerock FQ,?.d.
*5! kitchen ranges. G E.
"A certain lot or parcel of land
and Broadway, price reasonable; also i GROTTON, 138 Camden St., Tel. 1214-M.
with the buildings thereon, situated
after being guests for a week during , and One Sweet Day. Sans-Souci. byCAMDEN
Lco E- Rowe
at
Glenmere
in
the
Town
of
St.
unfurnished,
four
room
apartm
ent
with
'
________________________________
14-tf
--------j Leo Elvin Rowe. 27, died suddenly
mid-years of the former's parents 1Carlton H. Porter.
Oeorge and boundeded ana de
bath; water paid. $4 week
Ran™
USED cook stove for sale, antique
HIGH HAY YIELDS
scribed as follows, to wit: Beginning
furnished. Tel. 330 or 1154 V. F. STUD- spool bedstead, light colored wood. C. A.
Charter Members Night of Maiden Sunday afternoon in the Camden
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel F. Jealous.
! Violin solos, selected. Miss Phyllis
at an iron bolt in the southerly side
LEY. 283 Main St.
, VOSE. Brooklyn Heights, Thomaston.
16-18
Gordon Davidson of New York city Belasco; aria from “Jeanne d'Arc." Cliff Rebekah Lodge, scheduled for Drug Co. store. He had been ill Old Fields Have Lower Pro line of the Town Road leading | _____________________________ H-tf Tel. 150-11.
from Glenmere to Port Clyde, and
FURNISHED second-floor heated apart- ~LATE Standard Medical Books unsolled
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E ^®rs- Marianne C. Bullard; piano solo, Wednesday night, has been p o st-w ith a cold for a few days and wa;
the
northerly
corner
of
land
of
tein Content Due To the Henry’ Davis: thence southeasterly I m ent to let, 14 Masonic St._______ 16*18 nke new, cheap<also Chiropractic. J H.
MacDonald.
, Interrupted Serenade. Debussy, by poned until April The regular meet- on his way to the Knox Hospital in
by said Hendy Davis’ land one 1 HOUSE at Ingraham Hill to let. In- MOODY. 81 Broadway. Tel. 424-M. 17*lt
Clover
Change
ing
w
ill
be
held
Wednesday
and
pic■
the
Fire
Department
First
Aid
Truck
Richard Spear has returned to the | ^ iss A'cada L. Hall.
quire WILLIAM DONOHUE._______ 16-21
six room house for sale $1600. Newly
hundred and two (102) feet to an
j nic supper will be served at 6.15. wnen he was seized with a fit of
iron bolt; thence northeasterly and i TWO FURNISHED APARTMENTS to refurnished all modern. Small down payparallel
with
the
southerly
line
of
'
University of Maine after a brief
1 let. Nice and warm. Hot w’ate r heat, gas men* and $13 month, Tel 25. HASKELL
Among the many activities of the
Those not solicited, will take pie or coughing. While getting out of the
said Town Road one hundred and
elec, and bath. Rent very low. FLOYD BRQS
17*19
visit with his parents. Mr and Mrs THEY PAID THEIR WAY
crops specialists of the University of
fty-three (153) feet to an Iron bolt;
cake
An
entertainment
will
follow
ambulance
he
fell
to
the
ground
and
47 North Main St. Tel. 422-R
UNPAINTED CUPBOARD for sale;
thence northwesterly one hundred I SHAW.
Maynard Spear.
'„
“
__
14-tf j brand new with glass doors Reasonable
and thirty-eight (138) feet to an
, was removed to the drug store where Maine Extension Service last year,
Knox and Lincoln Hens | the meeting.
FOUR-room apt. to let. w ith heater price for quick sale. TEL. 1212.
15-17
iron bolt In the southerly side line
The cooked food sale, which was to
cl
j r'
j 1 1
1
Chester Hansen. A H Parsons and he was pronounced dead by the phy- the organization of a 700-Pound-Proand bath. 12 Knox street. Tel. 156-W
I MAN’S fine, heavy black broadcloth
of said Town Road, one hundred
have been sponsored by General
o n o w e d v_»ood L a b o r In - Jack Kennedy have returned from sician who was immediately called tein Club in Franklin County was
10-tf J coat, mink lined, Persian lamb collar.
and forty-one (141) feet distant from
the northerly corner of Henry
HOUSE to let at 43 Pacific St.; newlj value $500 Someone can have a great
Knox Chapter DA R. next Saturday,
come Per Bird
Boston when they attended the
Mr. Rowe was a first-class pho- probably the most unusual. Men in
Davis’ line; thence southwesterly
papered and painted throughout; one!?.r *125, In<iulre at Courierhas been postponed because of so
by said Town Road one hundred
pipe furnace, lights. References re- gazette office.___________________ 152-tf
------!Sportsmen's Show.
tographer and conducted a studio in terested in qualifying for member
and
forty-one
(141)
feet
to
place
of
qulred. Tel. 291-W.
8-tf I USED Automobile Parts—motors for
much illness in town.
beginning
In discussing the poultry situation
Arthur Oxton is a medical patient the Camden Herald building on Bay ship set aside at least half of their
boats. New parts at a savings. All parts
THREE furnished rooms for light sold
Being the same premises conveyed
on Money-Back Guarantee. AUTO
Fred Bucklin and Richard Bucklin with Edgar Smith. North Edgecomb at ^he Pettapiece Hospital.
View street. He was born in Riv- hay land, from each acre cf which
housekeeping
to
let.
with
private
bath.
to said Charles Kelty by Margie L.
SAVE YARD. INC., 1887 River St . Hyde
65 North Main street.
14-tf Park.
Hooper bv warranty deed dated
have resumed studies at the Univer- the largest hatching man in the
The Baptist Calendar Club will erside Calif., son of Mr. and Mrs they were to cut a minimum of 2 Vi
Mass.
152*36
May 21. 1927, and recorded In Knox
FIVE-room apartment atn 253
cf
V ICamden
C T RI O L A
with records— 773—
for —7sale,
sity of Maine after being weekend Co
and
meet at the church parlors Wednes- Anson Rowe, now residents of Bel- tons of hay containing 700 pounds of
Registry of Deeds, Book 211, Page
St.,
hot
water
heat.
Bath,
lights,
gagage.
w
a
ln
u
t
console
stvle
excellent
rnnrii.
an patch.
natrh $18
tiH month.
m onth MRS. FROST.
prost wainui, console sijie, excellent conai513.”
crude protein or more. County agent
garden
guests of their parents. Mr and Mrs.
J
day night. On account of the illness fist.
tton;
very
reasonable.
Call
793-W
after
WHEREAS, the condition of said Tel. 318-W
14-tf 4 p m.
i son Waldoboro, a breeder of Barred of Frank A. Winslow of Rockland
148*tf
Walter Bucklin.
Besides his parents, iie leaves his Ralph Corbett, Farmington, recorded Mortgage is broken:
FURNISHED heated apartm ent to let.
Now.
therefore,
by
reason
of
the
SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good loca
a
complete
history
of
each
field,
and
Miss Carlene K. Hammond of Rocks, both men feel that the com- who was to have been guest speak- wife; a four-year-old son Robert;
two
rooms,
bath,
$5
week.
FOSS
HOUSE.
breach
of the condition.
thereof
tion $1600; 8-acre farm, good building
14-tf $800; 70-acre farm, good buildings $1600.
said
Home
Owners’
Loan Tel. 330. 77 Park St.
South Portland passed the weekend ing year should be very satisfactoiy cr- Lhe services of Rev Robert Beech- one sister. Mrs. N. E Pratt of South cut a sample of at least one square the
Corporation.
by
Elisha
W
Pike,
Any of these for small payment down,
er of Lincolnville, have been secured. Parts; andTour bro7hers?John Ro'we If00t
acre These samPles its Attorney thereunto duly authorized
with her grandfather. Dr. Benjamin for Knox-Lincoln poultrymen.
balance as rent. V. F. STUDLEY, Tel.
by
its
power
of
attorney
dated
October
1154.
283 Main S t
14-tf
Due to the warm weather through- I r .
of Evie L " widow °f « Milo. Allen Rowe Nathaniel Rowe
analyzed at the Unlverelty °f
H. Keller.
1. 1936, and recorded in the Knox
POCOHONTAS soft coai, $8 50; hard
Mr. and Mrs. Earl F. Woodcock
Clarence H. Howe, was held yestcr* and Raloh Rowe of Belfast
Maine,
County Registry of Deeds. Book 249.
coal. $15: coke. $11. J. B. PAULSEN.
presi(Jent Qf the Majne
Samples were taken from 29 fields Page 313. claims a foreclosure of said
The committee on Sea and Shore ; Tel __ Thomaston
14-tf
had as guests for several days, their out the county there has been an Cay at the Gom, ,.Jnwal hon,e R„v
mortgage, and gives this notice for that Fisheries will give a public hearing in —- —
its rooms at the State House, in Augusta
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNELL
daughter, Miss Elizabeth Woodcock. increase in the number of eggs pro- w. F. Brown officiating. Deceased Photographers' Association and in ,°n ,the nine farms and the average purpose.
Dated this first day of February. A.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 10. 2 P. M.
MANUFACTURING CO
14-tf
Miss Allison Dunlap, and her brother. duced. This together with the fact was born in Ro’island 78 years ago, Masonic circles was a member of the yield was 6668 pounds of hay t0 the D 1937
H. P. 201 Resolve, relating to lobster
DlAI
acre.
The
average
protein
content
HOME
OWNERS'
LOAN
CORPORATION
fishing
in
Winter
Harbor
—H
P
202
An
let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
James Dunlap, of Harvard. Mass, alii that there are more layers in farm daughter of All 6rt G . and Anna A. Blue Lodge in Belfast and the Chap
By ELISHA W. PIKE.
act requiring all resident fisherm en to 980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
per acre varied from 705 pounds on
of whom returned Sunday to Bates flocks and not as many eggs going ' Brown' Lovett. She leaves one sen. ter in 'Waldoboro.
14-T-20
obtain license for catching ground fish
14-tf
for commercial purposes.—H. P 203 An
one farm to 1310 pounds on the
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
College.
..
. x
; Robert E. Howe of this place, one
The funeral will be held Wednes
act to prohibit the taking of ground fish
into the hatcheries has caused de- , ,
WHEREAS.
Joseph
C.
Bennett,
Annie
C
Seeding Bennett and Georgeleanna Green all of in certain waters during spaw ning sea
The Monhegan mail boat Nereid
sister. Mrs. W. T. Perry of Worces- day at 2 o’clock from the Good highest yielding farm.
, , er Mass., and a brother. William funeral home. Rev William E. Berger which had been down for five years Thomaston in the County of Knox and son.—H P 204 An act to prohibit nonwhich lias been laid up for repairs cline in the price.
State of Maine, by their mortgage deed j resldents from taking fish for copamerThere were considerably less eggs ! Lovett of Waltham, Mass
April 4. 1934 and recorded In the 1
purposes.—H. P. 205 An act to prothe past week will resume her regu
officiating The body will be placed produced about as much hay as that dated
Knox County Registry of Deeds. Book
the taking of ground fish in ccrlar trips beginning Thursday.
in storage on Jan. 1. 1937 compared 1 David Brown of Hope was guest ,n m the receiving tomb in Mountain being cut for the first time, but the 241. Page 3. conveyed to the Home tain waters during the spawmlng season
—H.
P
206 An act to regulate the size of
yield
in
terms
of
protein
was
about
WATCHMAKER—watches, clocks, an
Owners’
Loan
Corporation,
a
corpora
Capt. Earl A Starrett has been ; wfth a year earner w ith the low town over the weekend.
cemetery until spring.
tiques, all kinds, repaired Call and
duly established under the laws of mesh in nets used by beam trawlers.
one-third lower on the older fields. tion
Mrs. Georgia Hobbs was hostess ,
15-17
confined to his home with an attack
deliver.
S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
the United States of America, having Its
price in fresh eggs, however, there has
due largely to difference in the clover office and principal place of business in The following committee on Taxation Amesbury St., Rockland. Tel. 958-J
to the Monday Club this week. Mrs
of flu.
Washington. District of Columbia, the
give a public hearing in its rooms _________________________________ 15-tf
' not been as many taken out of stor
stand. Earluy cutting of fields with following described real estate situated will
Alice French a-as reader.
Parent-Teacher Association meets i
at the State House, in Augusta.
DON'T take chances with your Radia
age. Also, there has been some
in
Thomaston,
in
said
County
of
Knox
WEDNESDAY.
FEB. 10, 1937. 2 P M
__ _______
_______
a high percentage of timothy gave a
tor. Only
an expert
can...........................
repair it. We
The District Nursing baby confer- .
Thursday at 7.30. in the High School
and State of Maine:
H. P. 43. L.
D. 25. Act Relating to specialize on auto radiators only. Drive
short-time storage of fresh egg...
decided
increase
in
the
protein
con
“
A
certain
lot
or
parcel
of
land,
auditorium The program will in
ence will be held Feb. 16 at the Con- ' Exemptions of
Estates from Taxation, in for estimate. All work guaranteed.
This would would seem to indicate
together with the buildings thereon,
H P 208. L. D 76. Resolve in favor of a ROCKLAND RADIATOR WORKS. 70
gregational parish house.
= c = ~~-j=a tent.
elude selections from quartet. Stan
situated in said Thomaeton. and
rebate of certain taxes for the Town of park s t
16*18
that the bottom had been reached.
(
NEATLY
bounded
and
described
as
follows,
Lincolnville. H P 499. L. D. 166 Act
------------r---------------- n-------- Z
No
special
fertilizer
applications
ley R. Cushing. Edwin F. Lynch, Fos
Relating to Exemptions of E states from
PAINTING, paperhanging, all work
The poultry accounts th at closed i All Legionnaires are asked to be
to wit: Beginning on the westerly
DONE
account for these yields, which arc
Taxation
16-17 8tiaranteed, prices reasonable
VAN
present in uniform at the hall Thurs
side of the highway leading from
ter Fales and William W. Gilchrest.
ANY DAY OF WEEK
on November 1 showed a labor in
The following committee on Salaries RUSSELL, 16 Fulton S t , Tel. 408. 4-17
Thomaston Village to the Meadows
about three and a half times the
day at 6 o'clock to attend a County
WET WASH including 3 blankets 75c.,
Dancing numbers will be given by
and known at that point as Broad
and Fees will give a public hearing in i SKATE sharpening, promptly done,
come per bird of $2 41. which is the
small wash 50c, no strong bleach or
state average, for the club requireway Street, at a point twenty-seven
Ruth Wotton Mary Wotton. Ruth
its rooms at the State House. Augusta. CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main St.
Council and supper at 6 3J ir. Rock- ,
soaps used, washed by, “ Speed
same as last year. This is nearly
(27)
feet
northerly
from
the
east
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 10, 1937. 2:00 P M
14-tf
^nents were not announced until most
Queen” washer.
land.
Seabury and Louise Veazie. all of
ernmost corner of the eastern store
An Act to Increase the Am ount to be I
double the income received by poul- ,
MRS. LESTER Wm. JACOBS
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
formerly
owned
and
occupied
by
men
had
completed
their
spring
fer
Paid
for
Clerk
Hire
in
the
Office
of
the
Miss Frances Porter of New Yo’k 111 Pleasant St.
Rockland.
Rockland
Hair Store, 24 Elm 6t. Mall ordera
Prince. Morse & Co.; thence west
Register of Deeds in the County of , land
trymen in 1933 and 1934.
• • • •
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 518-J.
tilizer program. The yield was not
erly parallel with the northeastern I Knox. L D. No. 143—H. P No. 491
is guest of her aunt, Mrs. Edwin ’
________________________________
14-tf
Poultry returns should be figured
side of said store to the mill pond;
17-11
Designed For Music Lovers
French at her home at Melvin ■
thence northerly by said mill pond
over
a
year
basis
rather
than
during
,
The after-supper musicale to be
to the Dominick Gray lot; thence
Heights
easterly by said Gray lot to the
I
presented at the Baptist vestry Wed a few months when eggs are low.
Mrs. Mollie Larner of East Edding
said highway; thence by said high
nesday at 7:30 will be one of the) A complete summary of last years ton is spending a few days in town, j
way southerly to the place of be
ginning.
W ater and Drain Pipes
principal musical events of the j Poultry Accounts may be obtained
The above described premises are
Parent-Teacher Association meets :
winter
from the Extension Service Office.
the same conveyed by Alonzo H.
Renewed
in the Opera House Feb. 15. at 7.3C.
Olsen to V. F. Studley Company, by
The program will consist of: Piano !Rockland.
Cesspools and Septic Tanks
W arranty Deed, dated March 23. 1928.
Rev. William R. Wood. D. D. will I
recorded in Knox County Registry of j
be one of the speakers Feb. 22 at the
Deeds. Book 215. Page 479. and the | Cellars Repaired, W hite
M A D E IN PO RTLA ND, M E .
same premises conveyed by said V. 1
quarterly meeting of the Lincoln
washed
F. Studley Company to said Joseph !
C. Bennett. Annie C. Bennett and 1
Baptist Assn.
Cement W ork

U. OF M. GIVES ADVICE

W EATHER ANTICS ARE USEFUL

In E verybody’s C olum n

J EGGS A N D CHICKS *
»• H
<

A t L east This Expert So Claim s— H e w ould
E njoy K nox County

WANTED

;

TO LET

;

FO R SALE

L egislative N o tices

MISCELLANEOUS

W ASHING S

N O W IS THE TIME!

PROPER H EAT

You n e ith e r stoop n o r
reach at the
r< L

..

MODEL 30

LEGS

A djustable LEGS make the M aytag
ju st th e right height for a short or tall woman.
All four legs o f the M odel 30 M aytag are
easily adjustable; T h e washer sets solidly on
an uneven floor. A nother M aytag feature is
the short distan ce from th e wringer rolls to
th e w ater line. Y ou d o n ’t have to lift the
clothes as far as you do on an ordinary
w asher. T h e M aytag is thoughtfully designed
and carefully built throughout. Find out
how m uch more value and satisfaction you
g e t in a M aytag.
A n y M a y ta g m ay
be had equipped
w ith
g a s o lin e
M ulti-M otor.
S E E T11E NF.WJ
MAYTAG IRONER

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
Main Street,
Rockland, Me.
McLOON SALES & SERVICE
Limcrock Street,
Rockland. Me.

1H£ MAYIAO COMPANY • MANUf ACTUSEM » 1OUN0ED 1S93- N(»!O N ,IO »A -

For
The
W h o le
F am ily

• • « •

Crockctt-Sinitli

Miss Beulah Smith of Lincoln and
Fred Crockett were united in ma''- j
riage last night at 8 o'clock by Rev s
W. F. Brown, the single ring service
being used. The wedding took place j
at the home of the groom's sister [
Mrs. James Elliott Hale on Bay View
sireet. The bride wore a gown of
blue. The couple were attended by !
Percy Smith of West Enfield as best '
man. and Mrs. J. E. Hale as matron I
of honor.
The brioe was graduated lrotn the }
Lincoln High School, also the Mattawamcook Academy in Lincoln Mr
Crockett was graduated .from the
Camden High School, also attended
Alexander Hamilton Institute in New
York. Bentley School in Boston, the i
University of Chicago and Boston I
University.
On account of illness in the family.
the reception which was to have followed the wedding, was postponed,
Congratulations are extended to the
young couple. The groom is connected with his father, David Crockett,
in his variety store in town.
The newly wedded couple will reside In this community

:|
j
i
j
j

can be obtained by burning D. & H. Conecleaned Anthracite— the wasteless, draftobedient fuel. D. & H. Anthracite fur
nishes MORE HEAT at the LOWEST
COST with the LEAST ATTENTION.
D. & H. ANTHRACITE
RADIO CONTEST
w ith m a n y v a lu a b le p r iz e , is o p e n to e v e r y 
o n e . T u n e in NBC R ed N e tw o rk — S u n d a y
a fte i n o o n s 2 to 2.29 fo r d e ta ils .
G e t fr e e e n tr y b la n k from

M .B .& C .O . PERRY
TEL. 487,

'

ROCKLAND

Aflanfic
RANGES

Georgieanna Green.”
WHEREAS, the condition of said f
Mortgage is broken:
Now. therefore, by reason of the |
TEL. 1187-R,
ROCKLAND, ME.
breach of the condition thereof, the
said Home Owners’ Loan Corporation. I
137’ lt
by Elisha W. Pike. Its attorney there
unto duly authorized by its power of
attorney dated October 1. 1936. ar.d re
corded in the Knox County Registry of .
Deeds. Book 249. Page 313. claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage, and gives
(g e n u in e E n g r a v e d
this notice for that purpose.
Dated this first day of February, A.
D 1937.
|
HOME OWNERS LOAN CORPORATION ’
At The Lowest Prices la History!
By Elisha W Pike
17-T.-22 '
Visiting C a rd s

S. E. EATON

STATIONERY

JO S

100 paneled cards, c h o ic e of 4
s iz e s and 30 styles of e n g ra v in g ,
PLATE INCLUDED, o n ly ___$1.65

W e d d in g Announcem ents
or Invitations
O n w hite or Ivory stock— w e d 
d in g or plate finish. In sid e a n d
o u tsid e envelopes, and PLATE IN
CLUDED _________________ $8.9$

(J

To Us Printing is more than
just putting words into typa.
It ia the creation of a work of art,
ba it a timpla littla announcement
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
wa take all the pride of an artist
in hia craft, in each job; and that
ia the secret of the superlative
quality of The Courier-Gazette
Printing.

The Courier - Gazette

Social S tationery
S p ec ia l stylos for men a n d w om en.
A choice of lovely colors, m ono
g ram s and styles of e n g ra v in g ,
PLATE INCLUDED______________
$2.25. $3.95 a n d up.

Business Stationery
500 business cards or Hamm ermill
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
CLUDED, o n l y _______ ___ _ $7.95

T h e C ourier-G azette

54 9 .5 0
AND UP
Your Old Ranpr Taken m
Exchange
Atlantic Ran^rs are available in
Black and All Enamel Finishes
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL 980
113-325 M A IN ST.,

ROCKLAND

47-tt

Every-Other-Day
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COMMUNITY F O O D F A IR
An interesting meeting of the
Junior Harmony Club was held
Saturday afternoon a t the Universallst vestry. The lesson subject embrased “Music as a Language, Art
and Science” and was conducted by
Mrs. Rankin. The child wonder viol
inist, Yehudimenuhln, was discussed,
and Mrs. Drewett, who was a guest,
gave a short talk on ‘‘Scale Construc
tion.” Mrs. Noyes was unable to a t
tend owing to illness. The meeting
of this week will be held Saturday at
4 o’clock, the postponed program to
be presented at this time.
Miss Beatrix Flint was honor guest
at a contract party Friday afternoon,
given by Mrs. Charles Wotton at her
home on Broadway. Honors were
awarded Mrs. Sumner Perry and Mrs.
David Talbot. Five o'clock tea w’as
served at a table rcsplendant with
silver service, the decorations of
cream colored candles and gorgeous
blue hyacinths adding vivid color to
the lovely scene. O ther guests were
Miss Maud Pratt. Mrs. Walter Butler,
Mrs. Frank Fuller, Mrs. Edward
Glover and Mrs. M. E. Wotton.
The guest evening program planned
by the Rubinstein Club for Friday of
this week, has been postponed and
will be given Friday Feb. 26.
Mrs. Margaret Carr recently enter
tained at supper and bridge, card
honors going to Mrs. Eugenie God
frey and Mrs. Carr.

FEBRUARY 22 to 27
E D U C A T IO N A L

- E N T E R T A IN IN G

- FUN

- W O R T H W H IL E

The Entire W eek—Afternoon and Evening ■Is Chock Full of Special Features, Such A s
F O O D E X H IB IT S A N D F O O D S A M P L IN G

E N T E R T A IN M E N T A fte r n o o n and E v en in g

Hundreds of Sam ples Given Away Daily and Many Other Special Exhibits and Demonstrations

Free M oving Pictures Afternoon and Evening

H u n d r e d s o f G R A B S to b e Sold a t 5 c E a ch

B E A N O a n d O th e r G a m e s o f S k ill

Many of Them Worth Considerably More

BABY SH O W

P A T A G O N IA N A U C T IO N
And a Great M any More Extra Special Features

V A L U A B L E P R IZ E

G U E S S IN G G A M E S

Awarded to Lucky T icket Holder Each Night V alued A t Better Than $ 1 5.00
Exhibitors Also Awarding Special Prizes

S E A S O N T IC K E T SA L E S T A R T S F E B R U A R Y 1 0 - T H E S E T IC K E T S A R E O N LY $ 1 .0 0
E n t it le t h e B e a r e r s t o A H 1 1 P e r f o r m a n c e s a n d a C h a n c e t o W in t h e P r iz e . T i c k e t s a r e T r a n s f e r a b le . B u y Y o u r T i c k e t a n d
B e R e a d y f o r a G o o d T i m e , C a r r y A w a y t h e S a m p le s , T a s t e t h e F o o d s , W in t h e P r iz e s , a n d H e lp U s G e t O u r N e w C o m m u n i
t y B u ild in g E q u ip p e d a s S o o n a s P o s s ib le . T h e S o o n e r W e G e t It E q u ip p e d th e G r e a t e r V a l u e th e B u ild in g W ill B e t o O u r
C o m m u n it y . E v e r y C e n t G o e s to t h e B u ild in g E q u ip m e n t F u n d . S i n g l e A d m is s io n 2 5 C e n t s

Miss Glenna Rankin a student at
Westbrook Junior College spent Sun
day at her home on Cedar street.

Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
MYOTT-HUSTON
After the monthly meeting of the are postponing their supper and
Norman Niles Myott of South Port
Rockland Society for the Hard of meeting Wednesday, due to the illness
land and Miss Madeline Linnettc
Hearing Thursday a t which time it of several members.
Huston of Rockland, were married
was voted to buy two chairs for
Mrs. Sadie Stimpson is substituting at sc Bernards catholic Church
Community Building the afternoon
was given over to the study of in the auto registration office while yesterday raorning
lithographs by Currier and Ives. Miss Flora Savage is confined to her
The ceremony was performed by
There were 50 reproductions of prints home with the grippe.
Rev. Francis J: Morrissey, curate.
on exhibition. These prints beside
Celia Brault Beaudoin, at the organ
being of historical importance, pre
Mr. and Mrs. Earl E. Young and | played
Mendelssohn's
wedding
serve the charm of 19th century son. Earl Jr., of Haddonfield. N. J., march, and Aime Beaudoin was
America for future generations. The arrived Sunday night at Owls Head, soloist.
history of 16 of the lithographs was called by the sudden illness of Mr.
Mrs. Myott, R. N , is the niece of
presented by Mrs. Freeman Brown. Young's father, Charles E. Young.
Mr and Mrs. W alter Warren of
j Waterville. She graduated from WaEdwin Libby Relief Corps met |
- i- h. „
I Bridge Club was ent«rtained T h u rs -1terville High School in 1932, and from
Larrahep Mr F t." z- , «
p i/
day by Mrs'
Newha11 for SUP_ the Knox County General Hospital
“ _C
ppr and cards Honors went
Mlss School for Nurses in 1935. Since
beth Barton and Mrs. Mabel Richard Ethel Holbrook and Mrs. Genie God- Jgraduation she has practiced her
son serving as a supper committee
frey. Mrs. John Kelley was special, profession in Rockland.
The mystery package was won b y 1gUgSt
Mr. Myott is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Larrabee and at the business [
Mrs.
Fred E. Myott, and graduated
meeting the members voted to do
Baraca Class of Methodist Church from
Portland High School in
nate a sum of money to the Flood ' wU1 hold 'a"busme'ss"'meet'ing'"and
1931.
He
is
employed as a machinist
Relief. At next Thursday's meeting '
Wednesdav after the
by
the
Thomas
Laughlin Co.. Port
there will be sewing in the afternoon Aid supper
land.
and picnic supper, w ith the usual
The bride was attired in a navy
business session following.
Mrs. Ida Huntley, noble grand, has blue dress, princess style and carried
requested that all Rebekahs who can
The Circle Supper scheduled for to attend the funeral Wednesday at a corsage of red roses. Her matron
Wednesday at the Congregational Burpee's for James E. Beggs, a mem of honor was Mrs. Doris Silke of
Portland. The best man was Hermel
Church has been cancelled. The ber of Vinalhaven lodge.
Sweeney
of Fort Kent.
meeting of the Woman's Association
Out of town guests included Mr
however will be held in the vestry
Announcement has been made of and Mrs. Fred E. Myott and daugh
at 4 o'clock.
the engagement of Miss Frances O. ters. Annette and Patricia of South
Young of this city to Joseph Bellmore Fortland; Miss Dorothea P. Young.
Edgar Newhall has been spending Jr., of Thomaston. Miss Young is the
R. N.. of Bangor; Mr. and Mrs. Wil
a few days in Boston, where he a t elder daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Almon
bur P. Strong of Thomaston and Mrs
tended the Timken Oil Burner con Young of Purchase Street.* She was
Joseph Langlois of South Portland.
vention.
graduated from Rockland High
The couple, following wedding
_____
•
School in 1936 and at present is em
breakfast, left by automobile for a
Officers of Golden Rod Chapter ployed by the Senter-Crane Com
O.ES. will be installed Friday night pany. Mr. Bellmore is the son of Mr. trip to Washington. D C.
by Mrs. Gertrude Boody, Grand Ruth. and Mrs. Joseph Bellmore of Thom 
W. A. MORSE IS BURNED
All out-going and in-coming officers aston.
are asked to meet Thursday at 6:30
for an important rehearsal.
Mrs. Ralph Wentworth of Hope Three 'Master Destroyed Off
and Mrs. John R. Durrell went Mon
Charleston — Has Been
Rev. and Mrs. William Brewster day to Boston, where they will re
Here
are slowly recovering from a severe main a few days.
case of grippe.
»
----------- 1
Despatches from Norfolk tell of the
Mrs. Elizabeth Otis was hostess to
Mrs. Hiram Crie. who was a surgi
Shakespeare Society last night at exciting rescue of Jive men of the
cal patient at Knox Hospital, has re
her home on Lindsey street. No crew of the three masted schooner
turned to her home on Broadway and
business was conducted as there were William A Morse of Charleston. S. C..
is slowly improving.
but 12 members present. Miss Ellen on Saturday. The Morse, now fallen
Edward O B Gonia. well known vic Cochran was leader. Act II of cn evil days in the Virgin Island
tim of the late epidemic, is abroad ‘‘Hamlet” was read and discussed, trade, was a former visitor to this
again, though noticeably not at his followed by a fine paper prepared port.
accustomed vigorous speed. Deputy and read by Mrs. Gertrude Wooster,
The crew of a burning schooner
Sheriff Webster is somewhat improved whose subject was "Antic Disposition, was taken aboard the S. S. Tela in
from a serious attack of pneumonia. Hamlet's Madness Real or Feign." At heavy seas off Charleston. S. C. Coast
the meeting of Feb. 22 members will
Guard division headquarters said the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Sheldon respond to roll call with some famous Tela reported the fire was still raging
have returned from a week's visit in quotation from Hamlet.
aboard the schooner, whose home port
New York, where they witnessed
is listed as St. Thomas, Virgyi Islands,
A Valentine social will be held ut
several leading theatre attractions.
and that it would be a “total loss."
Outstanding was the opera “Tristan the Baptist Church Thursday night
Capt. D. M. MacDonald of the
and Isolde” by Richard Wagner, sup at 7:30, under the auspices of O p United Fruit steamship Tela wire
ported by a cast of Norwegian players. portunity Class. Each member is to lessed the office in Boston that the
Including. Flagstadt. Thorborg and take a valentine.
Tela had rescued five men from the
Melchoir, leading Metropolitan artists.
schooner William A Morse, burning
D E FER R ED P A Y M E N T
This production will later be shown
and sinking in a roaring northwester
M A R R IA G E S
in Boston (sometime the first of
below the Virginia Capes.
April) and Rockland music lovers will
The message said the schooner was
Marriage on the deferred payment
make no mistake in planning to a t
“dismasted, on fire and settling by
tend at that ^ime. They also saw plan is a reality, says the Voice of the head." Aid came to the stricken
“The Eternal Road' a Biblical produc Experience, for he has received a schccner in the nick of time, Capt.
tion with a cast of 400 and “Victoria card from a Connecticut Justice of MacDonald reported that had he a r
Regina" which has been playing to the Peace which entitles a couple to rived an hour later it would have
“sold out" houses for the past 2 wed in 1937 and pay for the cere- been too late.
The Sheldons mony in 1938. The Voice believes the
years in that city
were able after several attempts to Justice is just acting as he thinks a
secure tickets the very last day of good business man should. Howp-’er.
their stay and consider it a fitting he doesn't expect to have many cn’ls
climax to a full week of aetki'a for this no down payment marriage
file
pleasure,
card,

READ TH E ADS

ED TALKS ABOUT THE W EATHER
St. P ete Living Up To H er R eputation— In ter
estin g Sidelights On Sojourning R ock lan dites
To the epidemic harassed associ space on a green bench, watching the
ate editor of this newspaper comes a parade.
message from the incorrigible Edwin i Time is flying and soon the Febru; ary of 1937 will pass into history and
L. Brown, wintering in St Petersburg,
we will shape our course for the
so full of pep and personality it northern clime and arrive home for
would make any sick man well. In early springtime.
I miss (the boys, eten If some of
part Ed says:
Today. Feb. 3. the thermometer is them talk about me Hope the B ap
tist Men s League is going strong as
70 degrees and it seems rather cool.
usual.
• *• *
i ‘ This is the modest story from the
St. Petersburg Times of the January
which shattered a 22 year average.
Last month's temperature saw a
new high, according to the United
States weather bureau station here.
The mean temperature was 19.5 de
grees higher than the 22-year aver
age. January. 1937. averaged 733 de
grees against the long-time average
of 53.8 degrees in the weather office.
January's temperature was even
higher than the usual April tempera1ture in St. Petersburg. The 22-year
April average is 72.9 degrees. The
high record was not due to any un
usually hot days but the long con
tinued warm weather brought the
j average up.
Only twice during the month did
. the temperature fall below 60 de' grees—this occurred on Jan. 29 and
This is Edwin L. Brown, who shivers 30. Jan. 18 set a new maximum temI perature record of 84 degrees. Avera t 80 degrees
[ age low temperature for January, acThe clipping appended tells the story ' cording t0 the
record' ls 39 3
of the weather for January. For two degrees; this year the average mini
weeks after we arrived and during mum temperature was 58 degrees.
Last month's rainfall was unusually
this time the thermometer has hov
light
for only 1.13 inches of rain fell
ered around 80 to 85.
Wood dealers are frowning, icemen during the entire 31 days. The 22are smiling, but old St. Pete is living year average January rainfall is 2.21
up to its reputation for sunshine and inches. Rain fell on only three days
warm weather. No doubt the mild last month, .20 inch on Jan. 4; .53
weather of the north has something inch, on Jan. 13, and .40 inch on Jan.
to do with weather conditions here. 29. Only five days during the month
I wonder what Florida would have were cloudy.
done with its guests had the north
S I N G I N ’ SA M A G O N D O L IE R
ern winter been a severe one.
W h e n th e b e a u tifu l O h io b e g a n
Registrations at the Chamber of
Commerce are ahead of last season ! actin« an-v
but beautiful. Bingin'
but this fact docs not mean that St Sam found it difficult to get to
Pete is entertaining more guests, as Cincinnati for his Friday night NBC
many who register remain in the city broadcast. He made the trip partly
only a day or two. However, when I by boat, thus causing his Indiana
try to park my car near the center of friends to call his Sam the Gondolier.
activitiy, I find a task just as difli
cult and exasperating as ever.
Have seen several Rocklandites—7
overheard Amory Allen and Henry
Howard making plans to attend a
Lions meeting, but one forgot his
solemn agreement and the other ha.-:
been roaring ever since. “Such is
life." Think their attendance record
will be rather spotted.
Paul Sargent, former chairman of
the Highway Commission, sat across
the table from me at a Rotary meet
ing. He is spending the winter here.
Ralph Wilson of Camden who is
again managing Hotel Applegate, was
also at Rotary meeting. Phil How
ard and wife are enjoying St. Peters
burg for the first time. Judge Oscar
Emery of Bar Harbor, formerly of
Camden, was seen recently [filing

..c h e s t
COLDS

Adelia Morse and Marjorie Taylor; LESS C H IC K S WERE H A T C H E D
fourth, Stanley W heeler, six-years
old,
son of Mrs. W alter Wheeler,
The December hatchery report of
Camden’s Food Fair Proved
the U. S. D. A. indicates a large de
piano solo.
Very Successful From All
crease in hatching. The number of
salable
chicks hatched was 32', less
Angles
FISH CHOW DER WAR
than last year and eggs set. 27'; less.
The third annual Monster Food
Tlie decrease was mostly in the New
Fair sponsored by the Camden-Rock Coastal Cooks In Lively De ! England and Mid West areas.
bate Over New Recipe
port Lions Club closed Saturday
night and considering the amount of
VINALHAVEN
W hat does a farm er know about
illness in town, it was a success.
making fish chowder, asks a lot of
Gov. Lewis O. Barrows and State
The Rebekahs will hold a public
Librarian Henry E. Dunnack were down cast housewives? The Agricul bridge and 63 party Wednesday.
tural Extension Service nas worked
guests on the opening night.
Thousands of samples were given out a recipe for this famous Maine
away during Che three days and dish and presented it to the public.
W ED.-THURS.
dancing was enjoyed every night. I t has some good qualities, down eastBooths were attractively arranged ers avow, but the principal feature
Life meets death...
about '.he hall. C. A. Fish featured is all wrong. So they pooh at the
happiness
mingles
musical instruments; J. A Brewster proposition and remind the farmers
sport wear; Camden Outing Club, to tend to their milking.
with despair........
Here's the recipe; U pound of fat
snow bowl display; Chapman and
Love defies '
Packard, sport goods and hardware; salt pork; 2 cups of raw fish, diced;
a shattering i
Camden Relief Association, refresh 6 small potatoes, sliced; 2 onions,
ment booth; P. G. Willey, coal; H. chopped fine; 3 cups of boiling water;
ge
C Baxter. Brunswick, canned goods; 1 pint of milk; 3 pilot biscuits; salt
and
pepper.
Fry
the
pork
in
a
deep
W. D. Heald. radios; Camden and
kettle. When crisp, remove the pieces
Rockport, Dandylions.
The first night was given over to and add the fish, potatoes and onions.
the CCC boys who presented a fine Cover them with boiling water and
entertainment. T he judges of the allow to simmer one-half hour, or un
til potatoes are tender. Add milk and
Kiddies' Parade were Mrs. Howard
cook five minutes longer, being care
Apollonio. Mrs. Percy Keller and
ful not to let the milk boil. Add
Charles Dailey, and the winners
biscuits just before serving.
were: Anna Sparta, doll carriage
Now the big catch is that not
representing a lion, first; Glee Bry
enough fish is recommended. Lead
ant, doll carnage representing a val
ing cooks of the coastal counties say
entine, second;
Stanwood Bryant, th a t the amount of fish should be
four years old. black Sambo with a doubled providing you don't want to
push cart.third.
have a chowder like you’d get in a
Mrs. Frank E. Morrow. Mrs Sydney metropolitan restaurant.
Snow of Rockport and Dr. Howard
Apollonio acted as judges of the
baby show. W inners were: Class A.
up to one year. Dennis Athearn, eight
months, son of Oliver Athearn. a
CEORGE BANCROFT • HELEN BURCESS
JOHN TRENT • Ruth Coleman • Ra Hould
baby pillow cover; class B. one to two
. • I. r. SCHHEK PrriMtiM .
years, Sandra Lee Morine, one and
Directed byCbirlttlMar . t Parnmt Pictan
one-half years, daughter of Mrs
Philip Morine of Union, a baby
LAST TIMES TODAY
orange juicer; class C. two to three
years. Richard Freeman, two years,
“G O L D D IG G E R S O F 1937"
with
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Freeman,
D IC K PO W ELL,
a teddy bear.
JOAN BLONDELL
Winners cf the evening cash
awards were: First. Mrs Alta Crock
ett, $50; second, Frank Reed, $50;
third, Mrs. W alter Milliken, $100;
Miss Mary Johnson of Rockland was
H I-O C T A N E
G A S O L IN E
awarded a beautiful toilet set. The
PLEASE SEE PA G E S 3 AND 8
quilt from the Camden Relief Asso
ciation was won by Clarence Mitchell
and a rifle captured by Millard
Crocker. Die ensemble set donated
W ED NESDA Y NITE IS
T H U R SD A Y
jointly to the Lions by the United
Drug and the Camden Drug Co. was
T O T A L A W ARD S
won by Mrs Everett Holbrook.
The proceeds from the sale of
$ 3 0 0 .0 0
F IR S T AW ARD.
$150 01
tickets was donated to the Flood Re
SECOND A W A R D ,
$150.00
lief and a check of $2030 was given
to Mrs. Myrtle Sherman, secretary of
the local chapter.
A Paramount Picture with
All persons interested in the win
ning of the ladies' brief case sold by
ac
the Camden Relief Association, may
contact Chief Allen Payson at the
fire station The cash award of $25
J E A N P AUK LB
given to the boy or girl selling the
largest number of tickets was won
TODAY
“ U N D E R ( OVER O F N IG H T "
by John Piper, ten years old, son ol
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Piper. Amateur
winners were: First. Tex Anderson
of Stonington, singing cowboy; sec
ond, Jennie Staples of Rockland,
w ith
four years old. acrobatic dancing,
M A Y R O B SO N
tliird. musical trio, Esther Morse,
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to his said master nor see it done by
A -SPARE" CAPITAL
BUY FROM HOME MERCHANTS
others without letting or giving notice
thereof to said master. He shall not Valencia Is Sanctuary For
Same Spirit Pervades Those
« ............... ..............
waste his said master's goods nor lend
RO CKLAND
them unlawfully to any.
W ho Battle Again,, High.
A b o u t a M illio n H o m e l e s s
GARAG E
CO.
way r atalities
J
"He shall not contract matrimony
Spaniards
within the said term; at cards, dice or
Homeless victims of the civil war
Maine's Statewide drive for high- '
any unlawful game he shall not play,
way safety is swinging into full
in
Spain, the wounded, the governwhereby the said master may have
stride with every county participat
bluff damage; with his own goods nor the ment, and envoys from toreign go\
Continuing his series of sermons , of recent years. I think or Lyman
Priceless relics of a colorful chapter ments most ships had blunt
ing. Our own Knox County Safety
goods of others, without license from ernments. bombarded out of Madrid on the Fruits of Religion, at the Uni- , Abbott, editor of the old Outlook of ,
Council was one of the S tate’s trail in American commercial history— bows which offered much resistance
have taken refuge in Valencia on the versalist Church Sunday morning Dr 30 years ago; Washington Gladden
purposely said master, he shall neither buy nor
blazers in this modern crusade the days of the Yankee clipper—have to the water. Theyforwere
a very good sell. He shall not absent himself day southeastern crescent of coast. One Lowe said in part:
1and Dr. George Gordon, towering fig- .
Much nf in c e l i t , ti\tn e s s nf
I just been added to the maritime col- designed that way ,. .<» ,, «
------------__ .
fp.v
m uc h o i
01 tn c
n r nicth f fro m iiis m n s tp r’Q s p w ip p observer re p o rts th a t tr i in e iew
In the interest of a clear under- j ures in the Congregational Church,
lections of the Smithsonian Institu- reason—to prevent "diving when a 01
irom ms m asters service t
campaign depends on intelligent and tion as a result of the Historic Ameri- , ship was tipped forward by a high sea without his leave, nor haunt ale , month., in a i c . a enc a
standing of my utterances on a sub- (These men, along with Dr. S. Parks
intensive preventive publicity and in can Merchant Marine Survey of the , rolling under and lifting its stern, houses, taverns, dance houses or play- the center of government, almost a ject of great magnitude, a simple Cadman. of radio fame, now rest from I
that The Courier-Gazette is glad to
H I-O C T A N E
G A S O L IN E
i Griffiths worked out a rather com . houses, but in all thing behave him- million people have knocked on its statement of certain facts is necessary their labors, but their works were a
Works Progress Administration.
do Its full part.
This project, adopted to provide plicated design in which a lean after- self as a faithful apprentice ought to gates and been admitted to shelter
as I move on in my line of thought mighty factor in starting the new
PLEASE SEE PAGE 7
Night fatalities, particularly in work for unemployed marine archi- part reduced the tipping effect and do during the said term.
Even the climate is hospitab.e. Ram In pointing out some of the far order of things. I think also of an- ,
rural sections, continue to consti tects. draughtsmen, photographers, permitted the bow to be made sharp
reaching changes I have witnessed other great preacher and leader in the — - ■ — — ---- - ■.....■
"Said master shall use the utmost
ra‘e and ' n0'<' was rip clte
tute a majority of all deaths. The etc., constitutes an effort to preserve under the water, with a considerable of his endeavors to teach or cause to twice during the past centuij.
ie during the period of my ministry. I Baptist Church, a personal friend of , YOUTH TO ORGANIZE
chief cause of these accidents is I records, with exact measurements and flare provided for above water.
be taught or instructed the said ap- secret of Valencias lushness is i™ ga' do not mean to imply that such mine. Dr. William H. P Faunce. for- !
given as excessive speed—or "driv drawings, of the great variety of boats
As soon as it was introduced the prentice in the trade or mysteries of l'on To this Tainies;i area the ^°rs changes are universally accepted in mer president of Brown University Maine Has Lively Brands of
ing beiond the lights.” By this is which have plaved a part in American Yankee clippers outraced everything shipbuilding and procure and pro- ° f the Middle Ages brought fru.tful- the religious world. In many quar- , whose clear thinking did so much to j
y U Now Nation
____________________________________________________________________________________ ness and fruitiness—oranges, apri
meant driving at rates of speed
ters they are not accepted. They are, ; clarify my own mind on the subject
cots. figs, raisins—nourishing it from in fact, promptly rejected with honest 1of the modern attitude toward the ,
higher than car lights warrant.
Wide In Scope
the silver veins of an irrigation net disapproval.
Bible and to advance the cause of the
Most modern cars are geared up to
work. Grain fields riped into dull
The youth of Maine is invited by
from 75 to 120 miles an hour. In 
The changes I have in mind repre new protestantism.
• • • •
gold in defiance of a parching sun. sent movements and tendencies in
vestigations by experts show that
W. A. Sherrard of Lee to join the
A marshy coastal strip produces some the religious world, of great force,
it is unsafe under the best road and
Coming down to our own day we National Youth Union, an organiza
of the finest rice in the world.
light conditions to drive faster than
which are reaching into every protes- are amazed at the denominational
tion that is sweeping the nation.
Irrigation keeps alive, too. one ot tant communion. In these communi connections of the more prominent
50 miles an hour at night. Much
National Youth Union is an organi
the rare spectacles within the city ons, these movements are winning apostles of the new faith. Dr. Wil
lower speeds are recommended for
itself, the Tribunal of the Waters, an followers and advocates with a mo liam Lawrence, former Bishop of the zation of American youth, ranging
other than the most modern roads.
open air court held for ten centuri.’s mentum that is rapidly altering the . Episcopal Church in Massachusetts, in age from 16 upward, high school,
How to slow down night driving is
more or less every Thursday morning, complexion of the whole Christian i BiihoP Sherrel,' his successor. Dr. and college youth both employed and
a serious problem. A group of na
the customary market day of the new world. It is in the thoughtful and ' Kingsolving of old Trinity Church in unemployed young men and women.
tional organkbtions. including the ,
The organization stands for true
exiled Moors. Outside the cathedral. progressive portions of the Christian Boston. Dr. Grenfell, medical mis
National Safety Council, which are
within the shadow of the bell which church that such changes, movements sionary to Labrador a few years ago . Americanism. It is against radicals
being aided financially by the auto
u<*>n the
the na
gives them signals for opening or antj tendencies are manifesting their declared himself as follows: "I make | who
motive industry, are centering their
tion. and such propaganda as might
closing
sluices,
gather
the
half-dozen
irreststable
power.
no
effort
to
explain
Jesus.
Conflict
efforts on driver education. Virtually
be prepared and distributed by any
• • • •
peasant judges of this supreme court
ing beliefs about the nature of Jesus
all safety workers say that strict
type of organization that has for its
of
irrigation.
There
are
no
lawyers,
enforcement of speed regulations will
Ey far the most important of the only serve to confuse my mind. They
purpose
the establishing of un-Am
no oaths, no records, no wr.tten laws. fruits of religion I have lived to see. are of no consequence. I never stop
help, but point out that it ts extreme
erican
ideals
in the minds of Am
Cases are stated by the prin; pals, f is what my frtend, Dr. James Gordon to think up ja belief about Jesus. I I
ly difficult to enforce speed regula
erican youth.
usually
in
the
old
Valencian
tongue
oiiuie
famous
Congregational
preachknow
what
He
was.
and
is.
in
life
and
tions on rural highways because of
The N. Y. U. cooperates with lo
Penalties and oral decisions are hand- er 0( Springfield. Mass , has called character. I see Him and there ahead
the relatively limited number of
cal churches, clubs, civic and fra 
ed
down
immediately,
and
there
is
no
of
me.
the
hope
of
the
world.
I
do
the birth of the new protestantism.
highway patrols in all States. Legis
ternal organizations, and all others
appeal.
my best to follow Him and that is
or a new protestant church.
latures generally are being urged to
who are interested in the advance
In
its
setting
of
green
and
gold
Dr. Gilkie is correct in his state all th at matters." Last but not least,
add to the personnel of patrols, but
ment of American youth.
countryside. Valencia is a white city ment of the situation we are con I recognize Dr. Fosdick. of River
the cost item is a serious one.
Mr Sherrard, as state director, will
with blue and gold touches on its fronting in the Christian world today. side Church in iNew York city, as the
• • ■ •
supervise the organization program
numerous church towers and domes. The fruits of religion I have thus far greatest living apostle of the new i
Widening and general improve
within the state. A chairman will be
Modern industrial suburbs supply enumerated, and others I shall men protestantism. His soul hungry hear- j
ment of highways, including rural
appointed in each county, and this
dusty fringes. Distinctive coloring tion later, herald the birth of a new ers in Riverside Church and millions |
lighting, is being pressed, but doubt
office may be held either by a young
of
them
over
the
radio,
represent
j
is expressed if these contributions Rockland’s most famous clipper “ Red Jacket" from a painting by the late Albert M erchan t The Red Jacket comes from the azulejos. the blue tiles protestantism. This new protestant
man or woman.
ism
has
not
as
yet
reached
a
full
every
known
division
of
the
Chris
which adorn everything from church
was launched fro m the approximate location of the present Crockett's Block.
to accident prevention can show
domes to roofs of the carnation grown maturity. It is only in its in tian Church. That is not only be
marked results short of several years.
T A F T WAS OPPOSED
Here too. the question of costs en life and many of which are fast dis- on the seas. Fortunes were made by duce for him sufficient tools, which booths in the flower market. Faded I fancy. It is still in the process of cause of his great gifts of God given
owners in a few trips to the Orient tools to be fitting for an apprentice awnings give mellow color and shade : being born. This new protestantism power; it is because his soul is free.
William Howard Taft—who was
ters seriously into projected improve- [appearing
The designs are being deposited in and return with cargoes of tea. spices, during the said term and to be given to the balconies on virtually every ! is new only in ithe sense that it is i No denomination holds his mind. No |
president and chlef justiCe_
ments. Farmers, especially, are op
to the cost of lighting rural the Smithsonian Institution for per- rare woods, and silks. The element of to him at the expiration of said term house and to the open bazaarlike shop new to our time. The new faith of creed ho;d£ him captive. He reaches favored the retirement of federal
posed
rays. Many feel that
some manent
preservation for consulta- time between the gathering of the and the master agrees to pay said
fronts. this modern day. and the things i t ' people, persuades, feeds, inspires and jUdges at the age of 70 but vigOrously
highway
economical
method
for
improvtion
by
students,
writers,
and
naval
tea
crop
in
China
and
arrival
at
New
apprentice
during
the
said
term
the
Chief
landmark
in
Valencia
is the proposes to accomplish, are nearly two UfU them. Jews and Gentiles, Catho- opposed Congress
increasing the
more economical method for improv
ing illumination, such as putting architects In connection with this York or Liverpool was very important sum of $3 per week in lieu of board, medieval cathedral, once a Moorish j thousand years old. They represent ( bcs and Protestants alike, because he g upreme court'
mosque built on the site of an an- a rediscovery of the faith and pur- brushes definitions and dogmas aside I
expressed his views in the
better lights on all cars, new and survey much invaluable historical
The Smithsonian deposit includes lodging or clothes."
material has come to light and is complete designs of the clipper ships.
The day of the clipper ship was cient Roman temple to Diana. Or- poses proclaimed in the life and te ac h -, and describes religion, as Jesus de- Kent law 1 ^ ^ ^ at Yale university
old, should be followed.
uni
being preserved in the permanent unduplicable photographs of some of brief—little more than a decade at nate with alabaster. Jasper, pink mar- ing of Jesus.
scribed it, in the vital terms of uni1912
The suggestion of governors for
collections. Notable is that deposited the most famous of these craft, and the most. It was superseded in part ble. and bronze, its beauty suffered in
It will help my hearers to under versal experience. "Religion." he tells j The lectures later were published
drivers to confine themselves to
- 1 ^ good music, needs neither under the UUe ..popular Qovemby Miss Marion H. Virnelson of New documents regarding their history.
, by the development of steam-driven a fire started when a ceremonial stand the scope and meaning of this
reasonable speed limits, is being
Rochelle. N. Y.. pertaining to her
Among the documents furnished by , iron ships for ocean trade Griffiths pigeon became frightened at its bur- new protestantism if I name a few of dcfinition nor defence, but rendition.' mcnt •• Copies at the Library of Constrongly resisted by the automotive
grandfather. John W Griffiths (1839- Miss Virnelson was the apprentice- himself was a notable contributor to den of burning cotton Treasures in- the outstanding personalities that Religion according to the new protes- gress have been in great demand
industry. This group insists that
18821 who was the designer of clipper ship agreement of her grandfather to this development. He designed for dude such trophies as the armor of shine as brilliant stars in the back- tantism is a life to be lived, not a since President Roosevelt proposed to
lesponsibility for high speed rests
ships and one of the outstanding Isaac Webb, noted shipbuilder of his the Navy its first twin-screw steam- James I of Aragon, who snatched the ground of this far flung development creed to be argued about
reorganize the courts.
with the drivers and that high re
figures in American maritime history, boyhood, When he was 17 he be- er. the steam sloop Pawnee, which , city from the Moors; a chain once
serve speed is necessary for them to
The clipper ship, as designed by came Webb's apprentice for 3 years, went into service the last year of the hung across the harbor of Marseil
extricate themselves from dangerous
Griffiths, might be considered as one 4 months, and 27 days, during which Civil War. He also proposed 6-day les; and a jewelled chalice of agate
situations. The chief argument ad of the earliest experiments in "stream - time, as set forth in the quaint old' steamer service to Europe and as
and gold, the Spanish version of the |
vanced against governors is that they lining." a principle whose application paper, “the said apprentice his mas- | early as 1852 designed an ocean
Holy Grail.
could be tampered with and might was still far in the future so far as ter faithfully shall serve, his secrets steamer which in coastwise trade
The Middle Ages survive in other j
cause additional accidents. A sug- transportation in general was con- keep, his lawful commands every- proved fast enough to have accomstructures, but enlightenment too has
gestion that instead of adding me- cerned Refore this pioneer's experi- where obey. He shall do no damage plished it. But of even more signifl a monument in Valencia: a simple I
chanical devices, engines of lower
cance to the fortunes of the clippers ; tablet on a house in the Calle delI
speed be built, is resisted for two
was a changed economic outlook fol- . portal Valldigna marks the location
principal reasons. The chief one is j
lowing the war. The thoughts of Of the
printing press in Spain,
that manufacturers insist they are
imestors were turning to the better and the university Library preserves
building high-speed cars in response
opportunities for "get-rich-quick" in- a -Opy of Lts Trob?s first book print. '
to public demand, and the other is
vestments offered by the West, and ed tbere [n 1474
that changes in machinery to build i
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